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Van Poppel, Bret P. (Ph.D., Mechanical Engineeering)
Numerical Methods for Simulating Multiphase Electrohydrodynamic Flows with Application
to Liquid Fuel Injection
Thesis co-directed by Prof. John W. Daily and Prof. Olivier Desjardins
One approach to small-scale fuel injection is to capitalize upon the benefits of electro-
hydrodynamics (EHD) and enhance fuel atomization. There are many potential advantages
to EHD aided atomization for combustion, such as smaller droplets, wider spray cone, and
the ability to control and tune the spray for improved performance. Electrohydrodynamic
flows and sprays have drawn increasing interest in recent years, yet key questions regarding
the complex interactions among electrostatic charge, electric fields, and the dynamics of at-
omizing liquids remain unanswered. The complex, multi-physics and multi-scale nature of
EHD atomization processes limits both experimental and computational explorations.
In this work, novel, numerically sharp methods are developed and subsequently em-
ployed in high-fidelity direct numerical simulations of electrically charged liquid hydrocarbon
jets. The level set approach is combined with the ghost fluid method (GFM) to accurately
simulate primary atomization phenomena for this class of flows. Surface effects at the phase
interface as well as bulk dynamics are modeled in an accurate and robust manner. The new
methods are implemented within a conservative finite difference scheme of high-order accu-
racy that employs state-of-the-art interface transport techniques. This approach, validated
using several cases with exact analytic solutions, demonstrates significant improvements in
accuracy and efficiency compared to previous methods used for EHD simulations. As a final
validation, the computational scheme is applied in direct numerical simulation of a charged
and uncharged liquid kerosene jet. Then, a detailed numerical study of EHD atomization
is conducted for a range of relevant dimensionless parameters to predict the onset of liq-
uid break-up, identify characteristic modes of liquid disintegration, and report elucidating
iv
statistics such as drop size and spray dispersion. Because the methodologies developed and
validated in this work open new, simulations-based avenues of exploration within a broader
category of electrohydrodynamics, some perspectives on extensions or continuations of this
work are offered in conclusion.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Over the past decade, there has been a growing amount of attention paid to the
emissions from small engines in the size range of 200 cm3 or smaller. In 2002 the EPA
published a study claiming small engine emissions were responsible for 9% Hydrocarbons
(HC), 4% Carbon monoxide (CO), 3% NOx, and 2% particulate matter from all mobile
sources in the United States [1]. As a result, there is considerable interest in controlling
emissions for these small engines. One of the main reasons small engines produce high
emissions is that they are carbureted. Carburetors mix fuel with air for combustion, but they
are incapable of providing precise fuel timing. These deficiencies lead to partial combustion
and decreased fuel efficiency while increasing emissions. Direct fuel injection may reduce the
incidence of these pollutants. However, the cost of implementation is a barrier to large scale
adoption. Fuel injectors used in the automotive industry are too costly to be implemented
on small engines, with the average cost falling in the range of $35 dollar per unit (USD). In
order to keep the production cost profitable, costs will have to be substantially lower.
The cost of fuel injection is driven by both the need to pump the fuel to the injection
pressure and to add parts for the injector head. A potential solution is to use integrated
circuit technology to produce a cost effective MEMS fuel pump/atomizer, integrating a pump
and injector. Micropumps have been designed to deliver small fluid volumes in a variety of
systems ranging from chemical and biological assay systems, to propulsion systems for space
2exploration. By integrating a micropump with the injection nozzles, a very compact and
potentially economic device can be constructed.
Another approach to small-scale fuel injection, and one that serves as the focus of this
research effort, is to capitalize upon the benefits of electrohydrodynamics (EHD) and enhance
fuel atomization. The application of a strong electric field within the domain of interest has
been demonstrated by many researchers. There are many possible benefits to EHD aided
atomization for combustion, such as smaller droplets, wider spray cone, and the ability to
control or “tune” the spray, both spatially and temporally, for improved performance. For
these reasons and others, a numerical investigation of electrohydrodynamic atomization is
proposed here.
Electrohydrodynamic flows and sprays have drawn increasing interest in recent years,
yet key questions regarding the complex interactions among electrostatic charge, electric
fields, and the dynamics of atomizing liquids remain unanswered. DNS of realistic liquid
breakup are challenging due to the computational expense involved. Combining recently
advanced numerical simulation tools with validation experiments will permit exploration of
EHD atomization with unprecedented accuracy and detail. The outcomes of this research
will be a fundamental understanding of the dynamics of EHD atomization, and a point of
departure for robust modeling of EHD sprays using advanced numerical methods or reduced
order models.
In this work, the level set approach is combined with the ghost fluid method (GFM)
to model primary atomization of an electrically charged liquid hydrocarbon fuel. A high
electric Reynolds number regime is assumed, and surface effects as well as bulk dynam-
ics are modeled. The model is implemented within a conservative finite difference scheme
of high-order accuracy that employs a state-of-the-art interface transport technique. This
approach, validated using several cases with exact analytical solutions, demonstrates signif-
icant improvements in accuracy and efficiency compared to previous methods used for EHD
modeling. The model is applied in direct numerical simulation of a charged and uncharged
3liquid Kerosene jet. Finally, a detailed numerical study of EHD atomization is conducted
for a range of relevant dimensionless parameters to predict the onset of breakup, identify
characteristic modes of liquid disintegration, and report elucidating statistics such as drop
size and spray dispersion.
1.2 Achievements
The principal goal of this work is to develop numerical methods to accurately simu-
late electrohydrodynamic atomization of liquid hydrocarbon fuels, thereby enabling detailed
computational studies of primary atomization phenomena for this class of flows. Several
advances in the state-of-the-art can be reported:
1. A sharp numerical scheme for multiphase electrohydrodynamic (EHD) flows has
been developed. This novel computational scheme enables high-fidelity, fully three-
dimensional direct numerical simulation (DNS) of liquid hydrocarbon sprays influ-
enced by electric fields and electric space charge. This tool permits unprecedented
investigation of the fundamental physics and processes involved in EHD with appli-
cation to combustion-type sprays. The key components of this scheme include:
∗ An accurate and efficient solution for the electric potential Poisson equation.
The electric potential Poisson equation contains EHD interface boundary con-
ditions, which are implemented using the ghost fluid method (GFM).
∗ A numerically sharp and accurate implementation for the EHD interface bound-
ary conditions. A mathematical formulation for the pressure jump that includes
the EHD stresses is derived, and subsequently the GFM is employed to develop
an efficient numerical scheme to compute the normal and tangential electric
field components at the phase interface. Again using the GFM, the EHD jump
conditions are used to solve the pressure Poisson equation.
∗ An efficient implementation of the Coulomb force.
42. Using this novel scheme, a detailed numerical study of primary atomization phenom-
ena for charged liquid hydrocarbon jets has been performed and a clear picture of
the atomization process has been laid out. A range of relevant parameters, including
Reynolds number, Weber number, and electro-inertial number, were considered in
this study. Simulations were performed for high electric Reynolds number liquid
jets, striving to explore principal effects of electro-inertial number and liquid We-
ber number on the onset of atomization and drop-size distribution. The density
ratio was set to ρl/ρg = 50, which is commonly observed in Diesel engines and low
enough to avoid numerical issues that can plague higher density ratio simulations.
A low Reynolds number was chosen to reduce the likelihood of natural breakup in
an uncharged case so that this simulation may be used as a baseline for qualitative
assessment. The numerical study revealed that the effects of aerodynamic lift are en-
hanced, with the orientation of liquid structures deflected toward the upstream end
of the computational domain. The axial location at which atomization commences
moves progressively upstream as the electro-inertial number, and therefore the level
of electrical charge, increases. Structures dislodged from the liquid core increase
with greater electro-inertial number, consistent with increased Coulombic repulsion
and electrical surface stresses. The drop size data suggests a bi-modal distribution,
with some preference for larger sized structures. Statistical results for simulations
show reasonable agreement with models, even in the one-dimensional formulations
presented, and suggest that liquid Weber number, electro-inertial number, and den-
sity ratio are principal determinants of atomization onset location as well as drop
size. In the absence of detailed experimental data on primary atomization, statistics
for velocity and liquid volume fraction are of great value and have therefore been
reported here.
53. This work establishes a reference point for subsequent work, including the following
relevant research opportunties:
∗ Modeling secondary atomization modeling, which may incorporate evaporation
models, Lagrangian particle tracking (LPT), and possibly “relaxed” surface
charge on droplets;
∗ Modeling different electro-physical classifications of liquids, in particular ionic
or polar liquids with much higher electrical conductivities, for propulsion or
spraying applications;
∗ Simulating the complex electrohydrodynamic flows within a charge injecting
nozzle, incorporating diffusion effects as well as modeling the electrochemical
processes that introduce electric charge in the dielectric liquid;
∗ Simulating multiple orifice, pulsed injection systems. Considering the challenges
of single orifice systems, multiple-orifice designs offer a practical alternative.
Simulating multiple orifice systems is a straightforward extension of this work,
and would include droplet interactions from adjacent spray nozzles.
1.3 Organization of Thesis
This thesis is organized in chapters of relevant information. Chapter 2 provides a
detailed background to frame the fundamentals of electrohydrodynamics, the challenges of
atomization, a survey of previous relevant work, a summary of the governing continuum
equations, the NGA code that is capable of simulating three-dimensional and turbulent
multiphase flows, and the research objectives for this work. Chapter 3 discusses the numer-
ical methods and modeling approach employed in simulating EHD atomization. Chapter
4 reports the results of a detailed numerical study of atomization of electrically charged
liquid hydrocarbon fuels. Chapter 5 summarizes the work, and addresses conclusions and
recommends future work.
Chapter 2
Simulating Electrohydrodynamic Atomization
2.1 Overview
In this chapter, a survey of relevant work in the areas of electrospraying, electrohy-
drodynamics, and charge injection atomization is summarized. The governing continuum
equations for variable density hydrodynamic flows and electromechanics are presented, and
relevant dimensionless parameters and time scales are identified. The NGA code, a high
order conservative finite difference Navier-Stokes solver with state-of-the-art interface trans-
port techniques, is introduced, and the chapter concludes with specific research objectives.
2.2 Previous Work
While the exploration of the effects of electric fields upon flowing liquids dates back
to the seventeenth century, the seminal work of Lord Rayleigh is considered to be the most
well-documented point of departure for the general subject that is now known as electrohy-
drodynamics, or EHD. John William Strutt, later designated Lord Rayleigh, revealed the
competing forces and resulting dynamics of a liquid drop that is radially stressed by an
applied electric field in his 1882 paper [150].
In 1909, Robert Millikan and Harvey Fletcher performed their now famous oil-drop
experiment. The experiment strived to measure charge of the electron. The experiment
entailed balancing the downward gravitational force with the upward buoyant and electric
forces on tiny charged droplets of oil suspended between two metal electrodes. Since the
7density of the oil was known, the droplets’ masses, and therefore their gravitational and
buoyant forces, could be determined from their observed radii. Using a known electric field,
Millikan and Fletcher could determine the charge on oil droplets in equilibrium. By repeating
the experiment for many droplets, they confirmed that the charges were all multiples of some
fundamental value, and subsequently calculated the charge of an electron [113].
In early electrohydrodynamic study, Zeleny observed for electrically charged conduct-
ing liquids through a capillary that the liquid dispersed outwardly into a spray of small
droplets. For perfectly conducting liquids, G.I. Taylor provided a theoretical explanation
for the conical spray shape in Zeleny’s work. Dichotomous behavior was observed among
perfectly conducting and perfectly insulating materials. When non-conducting drops sus-
pended in non-conducting (dielectric) liquids were deformed by a constant electric field,
they assumed an oblate shape (flattened sphere). The deformation observed in these dielec-
tric liquids resulted from polarization forces, since free charges were absent and the electric
stresses were normal to the surface. By contrast, drops formed from perfectly conducting
drops assumed a prolate (elongated sphere) [207, 183, 159]. Subsequent to the early efforts
of Taylor and Zeleny, these jets of electrically-driven conducting liquids have been called
Taylor cones and now contribute to a wide variety of electrospraying applications [8].
EHD surface instabilities have been studied using a variety of liquids. Until the 1960’s
most work focused on the behavior of perfect conductors or perfect insulators (non-polar
liquids such as benzene). This began to change following studies on poorly conducting
liquids, also called leaky dielectrics. One of the first efforts to study the region between true
insulators and true conductors was conducted by Allan and Mason [2]. The leaky dielectric
model, originally proposed by G.I. Taylor and later extended by J.R. Melcher, assumes a
liquid has a low electrical conductivity such that a bulk charge density may not exist for
non-inertial flows or stationary systems. However, a surface charge density can be induced
at a fluid-fluid interface [110]. The model assumes that the charge carriers are of an ionic
nature [159].
82.2.1 Experimental and Theoretical Work
Kim and Turnbull performed pioneering work in the field of electrohydrohynamics
by enhancing the atomization of dielectric liquids for combustion applications. They used
a similar technique to the previously demonstrated method for electrostatic spraying of
conducting and semi-conducting liquids, whereby a sharp-tipped metallic electrode is charged
to a high potential and immersed in a semi-insulating liquid. The experimental apparatus
employed a very fine-tipped needle immersed in a low conducting (Freon 113) liquid and
embedded in a nozzle housing. The researchers postulated three theoretical possibilities for
the observed phenomena: a. emission of electrons (negative electrode); b. field ionization
(positive electrode); c. corona discharge [88]. The authors demonstrate that high electric
fields produce fine jets and subsequently breakup into drops.
Kelly developed a statistical model for electrospraying of liquid metals and electrically
conducting liquids. The model predicted that charge-to-mass ratio varied as the inverse
square of drop radius [84]. Kelly later extended his previous research by performing theoret-
ical and experimental work demonstrating that the achievable drop size in Newtonian liquid
sprays is governed by the magnitude of free charge on the surface of drops. The implications
for the technique of charge injection included a wide range of flow rates and the ’tunability’
of spray character and drop size [87]. Kelly later described an electrostatic fuel atomizer to
inject charge into Jet-A. Approximately 10kV was applied between the electrodes to pro-
duce droplet distributions with SMDs between 38 and 76 µm. The smallest droplets were
produced at the highest pressure conditions tested (4.4 to 5.9 bar). The spray contained two
droplet zones; a central core and an outer sheath. It is the inner core that contained the
largest droplets. The outer sheath contained a large number of droplets as small as 4.3 µm,
but concluded that drops on the order of 50 µm comprised a very low proportion of the total
volume. This conclusion suggests that a simple charge injector may not produce a spray of
sufficient fineness to fire a spark ignition engine with a Kerosene-based fuel such as JP-8.
9Lehr and Hiller used experimental methods to confirm the observations of Kim and
Turnbull, and Kelly. They predicted the limit of charge density and therefore droplet size.
They used the “spray triode” system for stationary and moving operational conditions, and
predicted that corona discharge limited the charge density to 5 C/m3 [97].
Felici performed an analytical investigation of the possibilities of transferring charge
from a metallic surface to a dielectric liquid. His analysis suggested that the injected charge
results from electrochemical reactions and can be a significant source of electrification of the
liquid. The development of a “double layer” contributed to the charging of available free
ions in the dielectric liquid, since it was assumed that even insulating liquids have a non-zero
electrical conductivity [53].
Rulison and Flagan experimentally demonstrated linear arrays of Taylor cones to ascer-
tain the possiblity of increasing the liquid flowrate, and thereby increase the specific impulse
and thrust that can be generated by electrosprays for micro-scale propulsion applications
[156]. In related work, Rulison and Flagan reported experimental results on droplet pro-
duction by electrospray atomization of electrolytic solutions. The spray resulted from the
formation of liquid droplets at the tip of a Taylor cone. Experiments used sodium iodide
dissolved in n-propyl alcohol to demonstrate that as the solution concentration increases, the
volumetric flow rate decreases, the electrical current increases, and the aerosol size distribu-
tion of the solid residue particles shifts to smaller sizes. This work asserted that there is no
complete analytical description of the electrospray. The investigators offered some analytical
insights addressing the behavior of its three distinct components: the Taylor cone, the jet,
and the charged droplet spray [157].
Shrimpton explored the charge injection technique by comparing insulating (dielectric)
liquids and semi-conducting liquids. Flow visualization and phase Doppler anemometry mea-
surements demonstrated similarities between the two classes of liquids under the influence of
electrostatic enhancement. For insulating liquids, the quality of atomization was shown to
improve with increasing flow rate under the dual action of greater aerodynamic forces and
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higher spray specific charge. The work demonstrated combustion of these charged hydro-
carbon sprays, revealing efficient and stable combustion due to multiple benefits of electro-
statically aided atomization [170]. In later work, Shrimpton and co-workers experimentally
investigated sub-critical and supercritical regimes to identify limitations of each operational
mode. Subcritical regime did not produce fine sprays. Supercritical regime was limited by
partial discharge outside the nozzle, but fine droplets were produced. The limit of spray spe-
cific charge in the supercritical regime increased with increasing nozzle velocitites, thereby
enhancing atomization by greater electrostatic and aerodynamic forces [171]. A separate set
of experiments explored electrostatic atomizer design and subsequently quantify the maxi-
mum electrical charging that can be achieved for different nozzle-charger geometries. The
atomizer internal geometry, as well as modifications to the electrical characteristics of the
atomizer, yielded substantial improvements in atomization [172]. More recently, Shrimpton
and co-workers have pursued experimental work with multiple orifice nozzles and pulsed flow
atomizers [90].
Zhang and co-workers conducted an experimental investigation of dielectric liquids
under the action of a high applied electric field. 10 different silicone oils with similarly low
electrical conductivity (10−13 S/m) and a range of viscosities were flown through a capillary
needle and subjected to a range of electric field strengths up to 1.5 kV/mm. The low electrical
conductivity and relatively high electrical relaxation time produced only unsteady transient
jets [208].
Grimm conducted an experimental study of the evaporation and discharge dynamics of
highly charged droplets generated by electrospray ionization from n-heptane, n-octane, and
p-xylene doped with Stadis-450, a conductivity enhancing agent. A phase Doppler anemome-
ter (PDA) characterized individual droplets moving through a uniform electric field within
an ion mobility cell according to size, velocity, and charge. Results were compared to previ-
ous experiments, theoretical models for droplet evaporation and discharge, and predictions
from the Rayleigh model [66].
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Yule and Shrimpton experimentally investigated the use of electrostatics to control a
fuel spray. The so-called “charge injection” method of applying a high-strength electric field
and adding charge carriers to hydrocarbon oils of low electrical conductivity was evaluated
with experiments and subsequently used to validate two computer models. Results revealed
that this technique can be employed at flow rates commensurate with practical combustion
systems. Additionally, the charge injection technique was useful for enhanced atomization
of dielectric liquids, such as hyrdrocarbon oils [204].
2.2.2 Numerical Modeling
Shrimpton, in a continuation of the numerical work published in 2003, used numerical
methods to model the charge injection method and its applicability in direct injection spark
ignition (DISI) engines. The model extended previous 2D model to include multiple mech-
anisms for charge transport and an evaporation model. The modeling work predicted spray
dispersion and evaporation rate, and it suggested that electrostatic techniques can serve as
an effective method to tune the spray for some injection-engine load strategies in the DISI
engines. This work also postulated that the electrostatic activation of fuel sprays injected
late during the compression stroke encouraged secondary atomization, whereas little benefit
was observed when the fuel was injected early during the intake stroke. The results reported
that the optimal charge densities to impart to the fuel are between 5 and 10 C/m3 [168].
Carretero and co-workers employed numerical methods to model a Taylor cone elec-
trospray. The model employed local phenomenon in spherical coordinates and “exact” free
surface boundary conditions to preserve the equilibrium shape of the jet. Charge conser-
vation was modelled with a normal electric field (conduction current from bulk flow to the
surface) and tangential electric field (rate of change of conduction current in the axial direc-
tion). This assumed no free volumetric charge within liquid. Surface charge was conserved
with temporal and spatial components [17].
Nhumaio and co-workers modeled electrically charged spray injected into aDISI engine
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to evaluate the effects of various cylinder wall materials. The spray was modeled as emitted
from a plain orifice electrostatic atomizer in the EPISO code. Researchers found that dielec-
tric in-cylinder materials improved spray characteristics of charged sprays, and that charge
drainage required for metallic surfaces yielded poor spray quality [128].
Balachandran reported results of numerical modeling of electrically charged viscous
fuel flow in a charge injection scheme. The model demonstrated the importance of the role
of the field emission of charge carriers from the charging electrode tip. The model accounted
for the two principal constituents of the total current–spray current and the leakage current
that is conducted away by the nozzle body. The model predicted that the space charge
density and its corresponding electric field strongly affects the atomization of the expelled
jet [5].
Baygents and co-workers conducted a detailed numerical study of EHD deformations
and interactions in paris of droplets. The drops were asumed to be charge-free in the presence
of an externally applied electric field. The study explored the leaky dielectric model and
a range of conductivities and permittivoties. Dielectrophoretic effects were analyzed for
the two-drop systems, revealing oblate or prolate deformations in agreement with Taylor’s
theory and the leaky dielectric model. All simulations were performed under axisymmetric
assumptions, with a plane of symmetry to represent the second drops [10].
Collins and co-workers conducted a detailed numerical investigation of the breakup
dynamics of an incompressible, Newtonian liquid with a high electrical conductivity that
is stressed by aerodynamic forces of a surrounding gas and a radial electric field. Relevant
parameters were studied over a wide range of Ohnesorge and electric Bond numbers. Ef-
fects of surface charge on interface overturning, as well as effects of electrostatic field on
pinch-off and child drop formation were reported. Two numerical algorithms were employed
in this study include: a three-dimensional axisymmetric Galerkin FEM was used to solve
axisymmetric Navier-Stokes equations and Laplace’s equation; and a hybrid Galerkin FEM
coupling one-dimensional slender-jet with a three-dimensional axisymmetric representation
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of the electric field [31].
Tomar and co-workers developed a numerical methodology to simulate two-phase elec-
trohydrodynamic flows using a volume-of-fluid approach. The electric force is modeled for
highly conducting liquids and the dichotomous situation of highly insulating liquids. The
continuum model assumes an electric field is applied to the liquid, and the subsequent elec-
tromechanical coupling manifests at the phase interface only. In the case of a highly con-
ducting material, this comes as a natural consequence of the high electrical conduction and
corresponding short charge relaxation time. In the case of the dielectric liquid, the authors
argue that the interface dynamics result from polarization forces of the applied field. The
authors employ a weighted harmonic mean interpolation scheme to smoothen the electric
properties in at the interface. A coupled level set and volume-of-fluid (CLSVOF) algorithm
is used for tracking the phase interface, and the continuum surface force (CSF) method is
used for the electric surface forces. The work does not stipulate any immediate applications
or flow classifications for which the numerical model may be employed or uniquely suited
[186].
Bjorklund presented work that demonstrated the combination of the level-set method
and the ghost-fluid method for two-dimensional simulations of charge-free droplets immersed
in an externally applied electric field. employed to simulate two-dimensional droplet dynam-
ics in the presence of an electric field. Simulations revealed good accuracy and efficiency.
The methods were demonstrated in the prediction of droplet breakup and coalescence due
to the electrically induced forces [13].
Most recently, Guildenbecher, in his PhD thesis, reported no observed effects of electric
charge on secondary atomization for either dielectric or conducting drops. He recommended
DNS to fully elucidate the role of electrostatics in primary atomization and subsequently
employ DNS results to develop predictive models for EHD atomization [69, 68].
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2.2.3 Assessment of previous work
No reports of three-dimensional modeling of primary atomization mechanisms for mul-
tiphase, multiphysics electrohydrodynamics or charge injection have been found in the lit-
erature. Shrimpton [168] reported a robust model of secondary atomization that included
evaporation, but results were shown as two-dimensional. Collins et al [31] reported axisym-
metric results using advanced numerical methods and meshing techniques, but the liquid was
assumed to be a perfect conductor moving through an applied electric field, thereby reducing
the investigation to one governed by Laplace’s equation (instead of Poisson’s equation) for
the electric field. This effort also restricted the investigation to the interaction of capillary
and viscous forces and electrostatic effects at the liquid-gas interface. Tomar and co-workers
report interface-tracking numerical techniques for electrohydrodynamic flows whereby the
electromechanical coupling occurs exclusively at the phase interface. As in [31], the applied
electric potential and corresponding electric field are governed by Laplace’s equation in the
absence of free space charge held in the liquid volume. Additionally, the choice of CSF meth-
ods to model the electric surface forces and surface discontinuities requires a fairly fine mesh
to achieve reasonable accuracy, especially in regions of high gradients. Numerical methods
that employ techniques to directly account for material discontinuities are expected to yield
improvements in both accuracy and efficiency.
2.3 Governing Equations
In EHD flows, intertial, viscous, capillary, and electric forces are relevant and contribute
to the behavior of the system. Conservation of mass and momentum for a variable density,
low Mach number flow are given as
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0, (2.1)
∂ρu
∂t
+∇ · (ρu⊗ u) = −∇p+∇ · (σf + σe) + g. (2.2)
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where u is the velocity field, p is the hydrodynamic pressure, ρ is the mass density, g is
gravitational acceleration, and µ is the dynamic viscosity. The viscous stress tensor, σf is
given by
σf = µ
(∇u+∇ut)− 2
3
µ∇ · uI, (2.3)
with I the identity tensor. The Maxwell stress tensor, σe, and an equivalent electric body
force, fe, are described by
σe = EE − 
2
E · E
(
1− ρ

∂
∂ρ
)
I, (2.4)
fe = qE − 1
2
E2∇+∇
[
1
2
ρ
∂
∂ρ
E2
]
, (2.5)
where  is the electric permittivity, q is a volumetric electric charge density, and E is the
electric field vector. The three components of fe represent the Coulomb force, the dielectric
force, and the electrostrictive force, respectively. The electric displacement vector is assumed
to vary linearly with the electric field vector, as
D = E. (2.6)
The electric field vector, E, is the gradient of the scalar electric potential, φ, and the Gauss
law can be employed for a dielectric material to relate the electric displacement vector to
the volumetric charge, as
E = −∇φ, (2.7)
∇ ·D = ∇ · E = −∇ · (∇φ) = q. (2.8)
The electric field is also irrotational, and therefore
∇×E = 0. (2.9)
The electric charge conservation equation is described by
∂q
∂t
+∇ · J = 0, (2.10)
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where J is the current density. The current density, J , can be expressed by its components
as
J = µiqE − Di∇q + qu, (2.11)
where Di is the molecular diffusion coefficient.
2.4 Boundary conditions
The interface boundary and jump conditions are essential to capturing the dominant
mechanisms influencing the flow and atomization. While the velocity and tangental electric
field components are continuous across the interface, the mass density, viscosity, and electric
displacement vector experience jumps, described by
[u · n]Γ = 0, (2.12)
[u · ti]Γ = 0 i = 1, 2, (2.13)
[ρ]Γ = ρl − ρg, (2.14)
[µ]Γ = µl − µg, (2.15)
[]Γ = l − g, (2.16)
[D]Γ = n · [E]Γ = qs, (2.17)
n× [E]Γ = 0, (2.18)
where [(·)]Γ represents the jump of “(·)” across the interface, Γ, and for example, [D]Γ
represents the jump of the electric displacement vector across the interface, n and t represent
the normal and tangential vector components at the interface and qs the surface charge. A
direct consequence of the irrotational jump condition, Eq. (2.18), ensures that the tangential
components of the electric field, and therefore the electric potential, φ, are continuous,
[Et1 ]Γ = 0 [Et2 ]Γ = 0, (2.19)
[φ]Γ = 0. (2.20)
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The pressure interface jump condition includes contributions from hydrodynamic pressure,
viscous, electric and surface tension forces, and is represented as
−[p]Γ + [nT · (σe + σf ) · n]Γ = −γκ,
[p]Γ − 2[µ]ΓnT · ∇u · n− γκ =
[
1
2
E2n
]
Γ
−
[
1
2
E2ti
]
Γ
, (2.21)
where [p]Γ is the jump across the interface, γ the surface tension coefficient, and κ the local
interface curvature. Superscripts l and g represent quantities in the liquid and gas phases,
respectively. The tangential shear stress balance yields
[nT · (σe + σf ) · ti]Γ = 0, (2.22)
[
nT · (σf ) · ti
]
Γ
+ qsE · ti = 0. (2.23)
The conservation of charge at the interface is described by
[J · n]Γ +∇s · Js = (n · u)[q]Γ −
∂qs
∂t
− us · ∇sqs + qsn · (n · ∇)u, (2.24)
where Js is the surface current density, us the interface surface velocity, and ∇s represents
a surface gradient operator.
2.5 Relevant Time Scales and Non-dimensional Parameters
The following list defines and describes some of the relevant process time scales and
dimensionless parameters of electrohydrodynamics. The transport time, τ , represents the
typical times for inertial processes. With representative length, l, and velocity, u, scales, the
transport time is given by
τ =
l
u
. (2.25)
The charge relaxation time, τe, represents the typical time for volumetric charge, q, to decay.
Two principal mechanisms account for charge decay, the first of which is the neutralization
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of charge by charge carriers in the fluid. This mechanism usually dominates in liquids with
conductivity greater than 10−12 S/m. The second mechanism is mutual repulsion of like
charges, which applies to highly insulating liquids and most gases. Both forms of τe are
provided below, corresponding to the first and second mechanisms described here. A dimen-
sionless parameter comparing the relative importance of charge decay by each mechanism,
Nσq, is also introduced [33], as
τe =
ε
σ
, (2.26)
τe =
ε
qµi
, (2.27)
Nσq =
σ
qµi
. (2.28)
The viscous diffusion time, τv, describes processes related to viscosity by
τv =
ρl2
µ
. (2.29)
The molecular diffusion time, τd, represents the time for ionic diffusion processes,
τd =
l2
Di
. (2.30)
The Reynolds Number compares hydrodynamic inertial to viscous process times,
Re =
ρul
µ
. (2.31)
The Electric Reynolds Number, Ree, compares charge relaxation and inertial time scales.
For large values of REe, volumetric charge density will remain in the bulk of the liquid,
and values much less than one can be treated as fully relaxed. Two forms are given: one for
conduction dominated processes and one to represent space charge dominated processes. The
ratio of conduction to ion mobility time scales, given above in Eq. (2.28) as Nσq, determines
which form of Ree will be used.
Ree =
τe
τ
=
εu
lσ
=
εu
lqµi
(2.32)
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The Electric Bond Number, NE, compares the importance of electrostatic and capillary
forces, as
NE =
εE2l
2γ
. (2.33)
In terms of volumetric space charge, q, the electric field can be scaled as E ≈ ql
ε
, and
subsequently provide an alternative form of the electric Bond number for situations where
volumetric space charge dominates over an applied electric field or when there exists no
externally applied electric field
NEq =
(q)2l3
2γε
. (2.34)
The Ohnesorge Number, Oh, is a common dimensionless number in two-phase atomizing
flows. It compares the relative importance of viscous and capillary forces, given by
Oh =
√
µ2
γρl
. (2.35)
The Electroviscous number, Nev, compares the relative importance of electrostatic forces–
usually the Coulomb force–to inertial forces.
Nev =
εE2l
µu
≈ (q)
2l3
εµu
(2.36)
The Electroinertial number, Nei, compares the relative importance of electrostatic and inertial
forces, described by
Nei =
εE2
ρu2
≈ (q)
2l2
ερu2
. (2.37)
A relevant scaling factor for pressure and velocity are given as [159]
P ∗ = ε0E20 , (2.38)
u∗e =
qlE0
µ
. (2.39)
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Table 2.1: Relevant Non-dimensional parameters and scaling factors
Parameter Symbol Relationship Force Ratio
Reynolds Re ρul
µ
inertia to viscous
Charge decay Nσq
σ
qµi
conduction to SCL relax
Elec Reynolds Ree
εU
lµ
convection to electrostatic relax
Ohnesorge Oh
µ√
γρl
viscous to capillary
Elec Bond NE
εE2l
2γ
coulomb to capillary
Elec Bond, SCL NE−scl
(q)2l3
2γε
space charge to capillary
Electroviscous Nev
εE2l
µu
≈ (q)2l3
εµu
coulomb to viscous
Electroinertial Nei
εE2
ρu2
≈ (q)2l2
ερu2
electrostatic to inertial
Pressure P ∗ ε0E20 scale factor
Electric velocity ue
qlE0
µ
scale factor
Surface charge q∗ ε0E0 scale factor
2.6 NGA Code
Because primary atomization represents a challenge for experimentalists, numerical
modeling should provide a much needed alternative. However, numerical studies of primary
atomization have also been very sparse. To simulate two-phase flows, various techniques
have been developed, that all enjoy some benefit and suffer from limitations. Because no
clear gold standard has emerged on how to conduct a numerical simulation of complex two-
phase flows, the number of direct numerical studies of primary atomization remains limited.
Several key issues remain, such as the discontinuous nature of the flow properties across
the phase-interface, the singularity of the surface tension forces, and the very large range of
scales involved in atomization [48].
Previous work aiming at extending high order fully conservative numerical algorithms
to complex reacting turbulent flows ultimately led to the development of an efficient multi-
physics code or arbitrary accuracy has been developed. The code, named NGA, has been
used in numerous DNS and LES studies including liquid atomization, spray dynamics, spray
combustion, premixed, partially-premixed, and non-premixed turbulent jets and combustion
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in technical devices, such as large-scale furnaces, internal combustion engines, and aircraft
engine afterburners. This accurate and robust numerical tool provides a unique platform
upon which physical phenomena can be studied through detailed simulations, and new LES
models can be developed and tested [48]. NGA is fully parallelized using Message Passing
Interface (MPI). NGA extends the family of high order fully conservative finite difference
schemes proposed by Morinishi and Vasilyev [115, 116, 189] to variable density low-Mach
number flows [40, 38, 48]. These schemes, tailored for DNS and LES, provide excellent
accuracy, while retaining exceptional numerical robustness since they discretely conserve
mass, momentum, and kinetic energy.
2.6.1 Interface Transport
The NGA code employs two interface transport techniques, the first of which is called
Spectrally Refined Interface, SRI. The SRI method achieves local refinement in the form
of quadrature points in each grid cell that contains the phase-interface, so that the level
set function can be reconstructed using high order polynomials–thereby providing spectral
accuracy [43]. Consequently, the local numerical errors in interface transport are reduced
by the combined effect of increased resolution and increased order of accuracy. To render
this method computationally efficient the transport of the level set function is performed
using a semi-Lagrangian technique, removing all constraints on the time step size. Increased
spatial resolution is achieved without noticeably reducing the time step size for level set
transport, which is a unique feature of this method. Level set based methods usually show
good accuracy, but suffer from poor mass conservation properties. By increasing the local
resolution of the level set function, this new approach reduces numerical errors, thereby
limiting mass conservation errors [43, 47, 46].
The SRI method was recently improved by introducing several key modifications. First,
the number of quadrature points is allowed to vary from cell to cell, enabling the sub-cell
resolution to be adapted to the interface topology. Two strategies for adaptive refinement
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Figure 2.2: Droplet collision experiments (left) [100] and simulation with 20 cells per diameter
using ASRI in NGA (right)
have been implemented: refinement based on the distance from the phase-interface, and
refinement based on the local front curvature. The curvature is computed from the sub-cell
quadrature data, allowing to achieve up to third order convergence, which was found to
virtually eliminate spurious currents. The adaptive scheme is easier to implement, and is
shown to be more accurate and computationally efficient than the original SRI approach.
For a range of Reynolds and Weber numbers, ASRI was found to give very accurate results,
even with a limited resolution (20 cells per diameter), as shown in Fig 2.2. Because of its
excellent accuracy for interface description and transport, the ASRI strategy constitutes a
method of choice for highly detailed numerical simulations of turbulent breakup [43, 47, 46].
A second interface transport technique, known as Accurate Conservative Levels Set,
ACLS, combines an improved version of the conservative level set technique introduced in
Olsson et al. [133] with a ghost fluid approach [52]. By employing a hyperbolic tangent
level set function that is transported and re-initialized using fully conservative numerical
schemes, mass conservation issues that are known to affect level set methods are greatly
reduced. In order to improve the accuracy of the conservative level set method, high order
numerical schemes are used. The overall robustness of the numerical approach is increased
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by computing the interface normals from a signed distance function reconstructed from
the hyperbolic tangent level set by a fast marching method [42]. The convergence of the
curvature calculation is ensured by using a least squares reconstruction. The ghost fluid
technique provides a way of handling the interfacial forces and large density jumps associated
with two-phase flows with good accuracy, while avoiding artificial spreading of the interface.
Since the proposed approach relies on partial differential equations, its implementation is
straightforward in all coordinate systems, and it benefits from high parallel efficiency. The
robustness and efficiency of the approach is further improved by using implicit schemes for
the interface transport and re-initialization equations, as well as for the momentum solver.
In this work, the ACLS method is used for simulations of atomizing liquid jets to leverage its
good mass conservation qualities with the accompanying severe interface topology changes.
For all other numerical results, the SRI method is used.
2.6.2 Time integration
The NGA code employs an iterative temporal advancement scheme with staggering
in time between the velocity field and the scalar and density fields. For multiphase flow
simulations, the level set field is advanced from tn−1/2 to tn+1/2 using the velocity at tn. A
semi-implicit Crank-Nicholson scheme is used, based on the time-advancement scheme of
Pierce and Moin [140]. The velocity field is advanced from tn to tn+1, and the level set
data is used at tn+1/2 to solve the variable-coefficient Poisson equation for pressure and the
electric potential.
2.6.3 Solving the Pressure and Electric Potential Poisson Equations
The equations for the pressure and the electric potential are Poisson equations with
discontinuous coefficients. Solving these equations consumes a considerable quantity of com-
putational time. With this challenge in mind, it is clear that an efficient and robust Poisson
solver is essential to the performance of an incompressible CFD code. It is typical for the
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Poisson solver to account for 60% or more of the time spent per time step. Incorporating
electrostatic effects adds an additional variable coefficient Poisson equation, thereby increas-
ing the cost of an already expensive simulation. A recent study evaluated several solvers,
including Krylov-based solvers such as preconditioned conjugate gradient, deflated conjugate
gradient, and multigrid solvers such as algebraic, geometric, and matrix-based multigrid for
problems similar to multiphase flows [105]. The study concluded that the black-box multi-
grid (BBMG) solver of Dendy [37] is the most robust and efficient method. Based on this
evaluation, the choice was made to implement a BBMG solver in NGA. The implementa-
tion follows the three-dimensional description introduced in Dendy [37]. The BBMG was
introduced as a preconditioner to a conjugate gradient solver. The full solver, referred to
henceforth as PCG-BBMG, is ideally suited for efficiently solving the pressure and electric
potential Poisson equations. The PCG-BBMG solver was employed for all test cases and
multiphase simulations reported in this work.
2.6.4 Summarized solution procedure
The solution methodology follows [48]:
• Advance the interface implicitly from tn−1/2 to tn+1/2 using the velocity at tn.
• Advance the velocity field implicitly from tn to tn+1 by the incompressible Navier-
Stokes equations, Eq. (2.2) without the pressure term and without the electrostatic
force density, fe.
• Project the velocty field by solving the pressure and electric potential Poisson equa-
tions using the GFM.
• Correct the velocity at tn+1 using the pressure gradient and electrostatic force density.
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2.7 Research Objectives
Three-dimensional modeling of EHD for fuel injection applications is a complex prob-
lem. In a general sense, there are three relevant, contiguous regions in which the multiphase
problem may be explored: the injecting nozzle, a region encompassing primary atomization,
and one comprising secondary atomization. Figure 2.3 depicts a schematic of these regions.
The region of primary atomization, downstream of a charge injecting nozzle, is considered
in this work with the following research objectives:
• Develop a robust and accurate technique for modeling three-dimensional EHD atom-
ization in dielectric liquids such as hydrocarbon fuels. This will require the coupling
of multiphase methods for liquid atomization with the dynamics of self-precipitating
electric fields and / or externally applied electric fields. The research proposed here
is fundamental; it will focus on the dynamics of primary atomization and it will
establish a point of departure for larger simulations.
• Conduct detailed numerical study of EHD atomization for liquid hydrocarbon fuels,
such as kerosene. Large-scale, high fidelity DNS of electrically charged jets will
yield an improved understanding of interactions among geometry, fluid and electrical
properties, and EHD to inform experiment and guide design of fuel-injection devices
for a range of combustion applications.
• Develop a DNS database for follow-on work in this project and future work within
the engineering community.
• Appraise existing and propose new reduced order models (including LES models)
for drop size and spray characteristics for EHD flows.
While only the domain of primary atomization will be considered in this work, the upstream
and downstream regions represent topics of study that will improve the engineering commu-
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of a full charge injection system, highlighting distinct regions of study.
nity’s understanding of EHD atomization and therefore contribute to advancing the state of
the art. With the future in mind, an additional objective is therefore proposed:
• Establish a reference point for follow-on work, such as:
∗ Secondary atomization modeling, which may incorporate evaporation models,
Lagrangian particle tracking (LPT), and possibly “relaxed” surface charge on
droplets;
∗ Modeling different electro-physical classifications of liquids, inparticular ionic
or polar liquids with much higher electrical conductivities, for the propulsion
or spraying applications
∗ Simulating the complex electrohydrodynamic flows within a charge injecting
nozzle, incorporating diffusion effects as well as modeling the electrochemical
processes that introduce electric charge in the dielectric liquid
Perspectives on this final objective are developed in §5.1-5.4 in Chapter 5.
Chapter 3
A Ghost Fluid, Level Set Approach for Simulating Electrohydrodynamic
Atomization of Liquid Fuels
3.1 Overview
Electrohydrodynamics may provide a viable means to enhance atomization. EHD is
an interdisciplinary topic that describes the complex interaction between fluid mechanics
and electric fields. EHD may enable improved spray control and finer atomization so that
fuel injection schemes can be inexpensively developed for the small combustion engine class.
Moreover, EHD may provide efficient enhancements to hydrocarbon fuel atomization that
could benefit a much broader range of engines and even other, non-combustion applications.
An application of immediate interest is that of fuel injection for small interal combustion
engines, with an approximate volumetric displacement of 200 cm3 and smaller. A tech-
nique for leveraging the electric stresses to provide enhanced atomization that has shown
experimental promise is that of “charge injection.” Shrimpton and co-workers have stud-
ied the technique of charge injection through experimental [153, 154, 169, 170, 171, 204]
and numerical [166, 168] investigations. A conceptual sketch of the technique is depicted
in Fig 3.1. The mechanism for injecting electric charge includes a metallic emitting elec-
trode, usually a sharp-tipped needle that generates a very high local electric field at the
tip [84, 88, 97, 170, 171, 172, 204]. The dynamics of the electric field and the space charge
are characterized by complex interactions and EHD-generated turbulence [90, 165, 167].
The amount of space charge that can be injected into a dielectric liquid is limited by
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corona discharge, an ionization of the liquid that has been observed in many experiments [85,
88, 97, 170, 171, 166, 172]. Numerical results will diverge from physics if volumetric charge
exceeds practical values [170, 204]. Values of space charge injected into dielectric liquid
hydrocarbon fuels have been reported as high as 4 - 5 C/m3 [97, 166], and the work proposed
here will use this range as a reasonable upper limit for space charge density.
Recent numerical work by Tomar and co-workers [186] implemented a weighted har-
monic mean (WHM) interpolation scheme to smoothen the electric properties at the inter-
face, a coupled level set and volume-of-fluid (CLSVOF) algorithm for tracking the phase
interface, and the continuum surface force (CSF) method for the electric surface forces. The
work did not stipulate any immediate applications or flow classifications for which the model
may be employed or uniquely suited, and the numerical methods employed in this work re-
quired a large number of grid points to achieve reasonable accuracy for simple canonical test
cases [186]. Most recently, Guildenbecher, in his PhD thesis, reported no observed effects
of electric charge on secondary atomization for either dielectric or conducting drops. He
recommended DNS to fully elucidate the role of electrostatics in primary atomization and
subsequently employ DNS results to develop predictive models for EHD atomization [69].
Considering the challenges and expense of experiments, high-fidelity numerical simula-
tions should be able to provide some assistance in answering questions about the fundamen-
tals and dynamics of EHD atomization. Its scientific promise nothwithstanding, numerical
simulations of realistic liquid break-up are quite challenging due to the computational ex-
pense involved. This necessitates the use of large parallel computational resources. The
long-term goals of this research effort are to understand the dynamics of EHD atomization,
simulate classic experiments such as the shadowgraph in Fig. 3.2, and to pave the way for
robust modeling of EHD sprays using advanced numerical methods.
This chapter presents the development of a sharp numerical scheme for EHD atom-
ization. The regime of high electric Reynolds number, Ree  1, serves as the focus of the
proposed numerical schemes. A ghost fluid method (GFM) approach is employed to solve
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of uncharged (left) and charged (right, 0.5 C/m3) kerosene jets [166]
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for the electric potential Poisson equation in a sharp, accurate and robust manner. EHD
boundary and jump conditions are implemented using a similar methodology, and subse-
quently used to solve the pressure Poisson equation. Electric charge is modeled in the bulk,
with an initial assumption of no surface charge. The methods detailed here are implemented
within the NGA code, which employs state-of-the-art interface tracking technique coupled
to a robust and accurate Navier-Stokes/Ghost fluid solver. Test cases with exact or approxi-
mate analytical solutions are used to assess the robustness and accuracy of the EHD modules
within NGA.
3.2 Modeling Strategy for High Electric Reynolds Number
Rigorous modeling of the governing equations and interface boundary conditions presents
many challenges, one of which is the accumulation of bulk volumetric charge as a surface
charge in a thin electric boundary layer much smaller than the hydrodynamic boundary
layer. Furthermore, the surface charge interface boundary condition, Eq. (2.24), is difficult
to implement and its complexity is compounded by time-varying accumulation of surface
charge. Considering these challenges, it seems logical to model the electric charge as either
a bulk or a surface charge.
The classic leaky dielectric model, first proposed by Taylor [183] and subsequently
summarized in [110, 159], is frequently used to describe the effects of electric charge in
dielectric liquids. The model contends that no real dielectric is perfect, and conduction
processes cannot be completely ignored. One fundamental assumption of this model is that
electric charge, however introduced into a dielectric liquid, has sufficient time to fully relax
from a bulk volumetric charge to a surface charge. In low-inertia systems dominated by
viscosity, surface tension or both, this assumption is relevant. For inertial flows, however,
the advection time scale is often the governing time scale, which in some cases can be
much shorter than the space charge relaxation time scale. For a situation of unipolar space
charge injected into a dielectric liquid, charge relaxation will occur as the result of mutual
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repulsion of like charges rather than through pure conduction processes [21]. The space
charge relaxation time, τsc, represents the typical time for volumetric charge, q, to decay
[33, 90], and the advection time scale, τf , is a characteristic time for a fluid element to move
a distance defined by a relevant length scale, lo. The two time scales are described by
τsc =

µiq
, (3.1)
τf =
lo
u
. (3.2)
The electric Reynolds number, Ree, is defined here as the ratio of charge relaxation and
advection times,
Ree =
τsc
τf
. (3.3)
For illustration, consider a liquid dielectric hydrocarbon fuel into which unipolar elec-
tric charge is injected via field emission or field ionization processes. Numerous experiments
have been conducted using this “charge injection” technique, most notably those performed
by Lehr and Hiller [97] and Yule, Shrimpton and co-workers [170, 171, 172, 204]. Using prop-
erties for liquid kerosene and experimental parameters provided in [170] for nozzle diameter,
do = 500 µm, injection charge, q = 0.5 C/m
3, Reynolds number, Re = 1900, and electric
permittivity,  = κeo = 1.95e-11 F/m, a time scale comparison using lo = do yields
τsc ≈ 0.039 s,
τf ≈ 0.00005 s,
Ree ≈ 780,
where typical values of ion mobility, µi = 1e-9 m
2/V·s, dielectric constant, κe = 2.2, and
vacuum permittivity, o = 8.854e-12 F/m, are used. More reasonably, the advection length
scale should represent a domain of sufficient extent to capture relevant physical phenomena.
For an advection length scale equal to twenty diameters (20do), the electric Reynolds number
is approximately 39. This suggests that the electric regime does not belong to a distinctly
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high or low Ree classification, and the corresponding dynamics likely include convection of
bulk charge as well as charge relaxation through ionic drift. Nevertheless, the time scales
do not support an assumption of fully relaxed charge. Indeed, the more reasonable approx-
imation for electric behavior in this range, 10 < Ree < 400, is one in which the charge is
“bound” and moves with the fluid velocity. In this chapter, we assume constant volumetric
charge and use this assumption as the foundation for the model described in the remainder
of this section.
The assumption of constant volumetric space charge implies negligible surface charge.
This assumption, along with incompressibility and material homogeneity within a phase,
permit some simplifications of the governing equations and interface boundary conditions.
Considering the electric body force, f e, given in Eq. (2.5), the electrostriction term can
be neglected [21, 90]. The dielectric force appears in the pressure jump in Eq. (2.21), and
subsequently the force density, Eq. (2.5), reduces to the Coulomb force in the bulk
f e = qE. (3.4)
Constant volumetric charge reduces the charge conservation equation to a solenoidal current
density, described by
∇ · J = 0, (3.5)
and also eliminates the diffusion term in the current density, Eq. (2.11). For inertial flows
of dielectric liquids, the ionic mobility term in Eq. (2.11) can be neglected for electric field
strengths less than 107 V/m, and therefore the current density can be described as charge
convecting with the fluid velocity,
J = qu. (3.6)
Negligible surface charge implies that the normal component of the electric displacement
vector is continuous. However, the jump in electric permittivity across the phase interface
imposes a discontinuity in the normal component of the electric field, and Eq. (2.17) becomes
n · [D]Γ = n · [E]Γ = [En]Γ = 0. (3.7)
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With negligible surface charge, constant permittivity within each phase, and negligible elec-
trostriction, the jump in the tangential electric stress is zero, and hence Eq. (2.23) reduces
to [
nT · (σf ) · ti
]
Γ
= 0. (3.8)
In the proceeding sections, we implement this model, employing the ghost fluid method to
solve the electric potential Poisson equation and to develop a numerically sharp technique
for computing the EHD pressure jump.
3.3 Ghost Fluid Method Implementation for Electric Potential Poisson
Equation
Different strategies have been developed to handle the large density ratio and the
surface tension force in a flow solver. The continuum surface force approach (CSF) [15]
spreads out both the density jump and the surface tension force over a few cells surrounding
the interface in order to facilitate the numerical discretization. Consequently, this approach
tends to misrepresent the smallest front structures. In the context of finite differences, the
ghost fluid method (GFM) [52] provides a very attractive way of handling discontinuities by
using generalized Taylor series expansions that directly include these discontinuities. Because
GFM explicitly deals with the density jump, the resulting discretization is not affected by
the density ratio. Similarly, the surface tension force can be included directly in the form of
a pressure jump, providing an adequate sharp numerical treatment of this singular term. As
detailed in the following sections, the GFM is used for the electric potential Poisson equation
and also for a sharp implementation of the EHD jump conditions.
An initial step in implementing an EHD module is to solve for the electric potential,
φ, which is an additional variable coefficient Poisson equation given in Eq. (2.8). In previous
work, a generalized Taylor series expansion was employed to provide a sharp implementation
for the pressure Laplacian across an interface jump [38, 42, 48]. Using a similar approach,
a sharp formulation is presented for the gradient and Laplacian of the electric potential, in
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either the gas or the liquid phase.
Using the simplification of no surface charge from Eq. (3.7), a convenient expression
for the jump in the normal component of the electric field can be derived using an algebraic
extension of the methodology set forth in Appendix A as
[En]Γ = []ΓE
g
n + l[En]Γ = 0. (3.9)
Hence,
[En]Γ =
−[]Γ
l
Egn =
(g − l)
l
Egn = (1/r − 1)Egn, (3.10)
or equivalently,
[En]Γ =
−[]Γ
g
Eln =
(g − l)
g
Eln = (1− r)Eln, (3.11)
where r is the ratio of electric permittivities. In addition, we still have continuous tangential
electric field components,
[Et1 ]Γ = 0 and [Et2 ]Γ = 0.
The jump in the electric displacement vector can be written as the product of the scalar
permittivity and the electric field vector, [D]Γ = [E]Γ, assuming electrically linear behavior.
Re-arranging the jump algebraically, we can describe the product of permittivity and the
electric field vector as
[E]Γ = l[E]Γ +E
g[]Γ, (3.12)
and with the continuous tangential components, the first term on the right-hand side reduces,
yielding
[E]Γ = l[En]n+ []ΓE
g. (3.13)
Expressing the jump in vector form for its Cartesian dimensions gives
[E]Γ = [(Exex + Eyey + Ezez)]Γ,
= [Ex]Γex + [Ey]Γey + [Ez]Γez. (3.14)
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The Cartesian components can be expressed as
[Ex]Γ = [E · ex]Γ = [E]Γ · ex, (3.15)
[Ey]Γ = [E · ey]Γ = [E]Γ · ey, (3.16)
[Ez]Γ = [E · ez]Γ = [E]Γ · ez. (3.17)
Substituting Eq. (3.13) yields,
[Ex]Γ = l[En](n · ex) + []ΓEgx, (3.18)
[Ey]Γ = l[En](n · ey) + []ΓEgy , (3.19)
[Ez]Γ = l[En](n · ez) + []ΓEgz , (3.20)
and substituting Eq. (3.10) yields the following for each Cartesian component,
[Ex]Γ = []Γ(E
g
x − Egnnx), (3.21)
[Ey]Γ = []Γ(E
g
y − Egnny), (3.22)
[Ez]Γ = []Γ(E
g
z − Egnnz), (3.23)
where nx = n · ex, ny = n · ey, and nz = n · ez, represent the Cartesian components of the
interface normal vector.
Equations (3.21-3.23) are challenging to implement within a staggered mesh numerical
scheme. The electric potential, φ, level set, G, and interface normals are known at the cell
centers, while vector quantities are computed at the faces. Direct computation of the normal
electric field component, En, would require a very large stencil, thereby greatly increasing
the cost of solving the electric potential Poisson equation.
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Following the methodology proposed by Liu et al. [102], we employ a simplification
that enables an efficient, dimension-by-dimension application of the jump, described by
[E]Γ ≈ [En]Γn. (3.24)
As suggested by Liu et al. [102], this assumption accurately and efficiently captures the jump
in the normal component, but leads to the generally false identity [Eti ]Γ = 0. However,
we know [Eti ]Γ = []ΓEti since [Eti ]Γ = 0. For cases of interest in this work, the normal
component of the electric field vector is expected to be significantly larger than its tangential
component, and therefore the error in the tangential jump is likely to remain small. The
simplification described by Eq. (3.24) is employed only for the electric potential in order to
enable an efficient solution for this variable coefficient Poisson equation.
The Cartesian components of the jump were specified in Eq. (3.14). Assuming the
components are uniquely zero and following the methodology in Eqs. (3.9-3.11) yields,
[Ex]Γ =
−[]Γ
l
Egx =
(g − l)
l
Egx = (1/r − 1)Egx, (3.25)
[Ex]Γ =
−[]Γ
g
Elx =
(g − l)
g
Elx = (1− r)Elx. (3.26)
Summarizing for all three dimensions,
[Ex]Γ ≈ (1/r − 1)Egx = (1− r)Elx, (3.27)
[Ey]Γ ≈ (1/r − 1)Egy = (1− r)Ely, (3.28)
[Ez]Γ ≈ (1/r − 1)Egz = (1− r)Elz. (3.29)
Equations (3.27-3.29) represent an efficient set of dimension-by-dimension interface jumps.
To discretize these equations, consider a Taylor series expansion of φ at stencil points xi and
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xi+1, as
[φ]i = [φ]Γ + (xi − xΓ)[∇φ]Γ + O((xi − xΓ)2), (3.30)
[φ]i+1 = [φ]Γ + (xi+1 − xΓ)[∇φ]Γ + O((xi+1 − xΓ)2). (3.31)
The electric potential is continuous at the interface, guaranteed by Eq. (2.20). We employ
the jump in the gradient, [∇φ]Γ, to provide a sharp representation for the jump in φ between
neighboring stencil points,
[φ]i ≈ (xi − xΓ)[∇φ]Γ, (3.32)
[φ]i+1 ≈ (xi+1 − xΓ)[∇φ]Γ. (3.33)
Note, the jump in the electric potential gradient is equivalent to the jump in the electric field
vector, [∇φ]Γ = −[E]Γ. Applying the Cartesian dimension jump in Eqs. (3.27-3.29) yields
[∇xφ]Γ = −[Ex]Γ =
−[]ΓEgx|Γ
l
, (3.34)
where,
Egx|Γ ≈ Egx|i+1/2 =
φgi+1 − φgi
∆x
=
φli+1 − φgi
∆x
− [φ]i+1
∆x
, (3.35)
and therefore
[φ]i+1 = −(xi+1 − xΓ) []Γ
l
(
φli+1 − φgi
∆x
− [φ]i+1
∆x
)
. (3.36)
Defining a gas fraction index, θ = (xΓ−xi)/∆x, and modified permittivity, ? = lθ+g(1−θ),
yields
[φ]i+1 =
(
1− l
?
)
(φli+1 − φgi ). (3.37)
Employing the modified permittivity yields a discretized expression for the gradient of the
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potential, given by
g
∂φ
∂x
∣∣∣∣g
i+1/2
= g
(
φli+1 − φgi
∆x
− [φ]i+1
∆x
)
=
(
φli+1 − φgi
∆x
−
(
1− l
?
)(φli+1 − φgi
∆x
))
=
gl
?
(
φli+1 − φgi
∆x
)
. (3.38)
Simplifying provides a direct expression for the gradient of the electric potential in the gas,
∂φ
∂x
∣∣∣∣g
i+1/2
=
l
?
(
φli+1 − φgi
∆x
)
. (3.39)
Recognizing that in the liquid, the gas fraction becomes θ = (xi+1 − xΓ)/∆x provides a
similar expression for the gradient in the liquid, described by
∂φ
∂x
∣∣∣∣l
i+1/2
=
g
?
(
φgi+1 − φli
∆x
)
. (3.40)
Extending this methodology yields a discretization for the Laplacian of the electric potential,
written in either the liquid or the gas phase as
∂
∂x
(
l
∂φ
∂x
) ∣∣∣∣l
i+1/2
=
lg
?
(
φgi+1 − φli
∆x2
)
− l
(
φli − φli−1
∆x2
)
, (3.41)
∂
∂x
(
g
∂φ
∂x
) ∣∣∣∣g
i+1/2
=
lg
?
(
φli+1 − φgi
∆x2
)
− g
(
φgi − φgi−1
∆x2
)
. (3.42)
Equations (3.39-3.42) are implemented within the EHD module of NGA to provide a robust,
efficient and accurate solution for the electric potential.
3.4 Sharp Numerical Method for EHD Pressure Jump
A second step to developing an EHD module is to implement a sharp, numerically
accurate scheme for the EHD interface jump conditions in Eq. (2.21). Even with perfect di-
electrics, EHD effects can be noticed due to the strong coupling through the jump conditions
at the interface. The right hand side of Eq. (2.21) shows how the electrostatics contribute
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to the pressure jump across the interface through the normal and tangential components
of the electric field. In this section, we derive a mathematical formulation for the pressure
jump that includes the EHD stresses, and then use the GFM to develop an efficient numer-
ical scheme to compute the normal and tangential electric field components at the phase
interface.
Considering the right-hand side of Eq. (2.21), we expand the EHD contributions to
the overall pressure jump. Employing algebraic manipulation similar to that in Section 3.3
yields [
1
2
E2n
]
Γ
= l[En]Γ
(
Eln + E
g
n
)
+ (Egn)
2[]Γ. (3.43)
Combining Eqs. (3.10) and (3.43) yields[
1
2
E2n
]
Γ
= −[]Γ(EgnEln). (3.44)
Recognizing that the jump in the square of the tangential component, [E2ti ]Γ, is identically
zero provides a convenient simplification for the jump in the tangential field terms. Super-
scripts g and l are omitted since they are irrelevant for the continuous tangential components,
and therefore [
E2ti
]
Γ
= E2ti []Γ. (3.45)
Combining Eqs. (3.44-3.45) to form the right hand side of Eq. (2.21) yields[
1
2
E2n
]
Γ
−
[
1
2
E2t1
]
Γ
−
[
1
2
E2t2
]
Γ
=
−[]Γ
2
(
EgnE
l
n + (Et1)
2 + (Et2)
2
)
. (3.46)
The quantity EgnE
l
n is challenging to evaluate. This product can be re-cast in terms of either
the gas or liquid side, as
EgnE
l
n =

(Egn)
2 1
r
(gas side),
(Eln)
2r (liquid side).
(3.47)
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Figure 3.4: Components of the electric field vector
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Combining Eqs. (3.46-3.47) and Eq. (2.21) yields a final form of the pressure jump, which
accounts for EHD, viscous, and surface tension stresses,
[p]Γ − 2[µ]ΓnT · ∇u · n− γκ =

(g−l)
2
(
(Egn)
2 1
r
+ (Et1)
2 + (Et2)
2
)
(gas),
(g−l)
2
(
(Eln)
2r + (Et1)
2 + (Et2)
2
)
(liquid).
(3.48)
To implement the pressure jump, [p]Γ, in Eq. (3.48), the normal and tangential components
of the electric field are required. The interface normal vectors are known at the cell centers
and the Cartesian components of the electric field are known at the cell faces, presenting
a challenge for direct computation of the normal and tangential electric field components.
Therefore, it is necessary to interpolate the Cartesian components of the electric field to
the cell center across the phase interface, re-construct a cell-centered electric field vector,
and subsequently partition the vector into normal and tangential components. The normal
component of the electric field experiences a jump across the interface, and the GFM is
employed to handle this discontinuity. The jump in the electric field can be written in vector
form,
[E]Γ = [(Enn+ Et1t1 + Et2t2)]Γ,
= [En]Γn+ [Et1 ]Γt1 + [Et2 ]Γt2. (3.49)
Incorporating the continuous tangential electric field jump condition given in Eq. (2.19)
simplifies Eq. (3.49) to
[E]Γ = [En]Γn. (3.50)
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The Cartesian components of the jump can be derived,
[Ex]Γ = [E]Γ · ex = [En]Γn · ex = [En]nx, (3.51)
[Ey]Γ = [En]ny, (3.52)
[Ez]Γ = [En]nz. (3.53)
Combining with Eq. (3.10) and Eq. (3.11) gives
[Ex]Γ = (1/r − 1)Egnnx = (1− r)Elnnx, (3.54)
[Ey]Γ = (1/r − 1)Egnny = (1− r)Elnny, (3.55)
[Ez]Γ = (1/r − 1)Egnnz = (1− r)Elnnz. (3.56)
Equations (3.54-3.56) are used to interpolate the electric field components to the cell center.
For the stencil shown in Fig. 3.5, the interpolation scheme depends on whether the cell center
is in the liquid or the gas phase. Since the electric field vector components are computed
at the cell faces, it is also necessary to determine the phase at the cell faces. To determine
whether the cell face is in the liquid or gas, the value of the level set function is interpolated
to the cell face between neighboring cell centers.
Begining with general expressions for a cell center point in the liquid or the gas phase,
a second-order accurate interpolation for the electric field with a first-order approximation
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Figure 3.5: x−stencil showing interface location; gas fraction, θ, less than 50%.
for the jump can be written as
Elx,i+1/2 =
Elx,i + E
l
x,i+1
2
=
Elx,i + E
g
x,i+1
2
+
[Ex]Γ
2
, (3.57)
Egx,i+1/2 =
Egx,i + E
g
x,i+1
2
=
Egx,i + E
l
x,i+1
2
− [Ex]Γ
2
. (3.58)
Since the interface normal is known at the cell center, we use the formulation in Eqs. (3.51-
3.53) to accurately represent each Cartesian component of the jump. Combining with
Eqs. (3.57-3.58) yields a dimension by dimension expression for the electric field jump at
the cell center. Written only in the x−component for brevity, but in both the liquid and gas
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phase, gives
[Ex]
l
Γ,(i+1/2) =
−(l − g)
g
(Ex,i+1/2nx + Ey,j+1/2ny + Ez,k+1/2nz)
lnx
= (1− r)(Ex,i+1/2nx + Ey,j+1/2ny + Ez,k+1/2nz)lnx, (3.59)
[Ex]
g
Γ,(i+1/2) =
−(l − g)
l
(Ex,i+1/2nx + Ey,j+1/2ny + Ez,k+1/2nz)
gnx
=
(
1
r
− 1
)
(Ex,i+1/2nx + Ey,j+1/2ny + Ez,k+1/2nz)
gnx, (3.60)
[Ey]Γ,(i+1/2)l = (1− r)(Exnx + Eyny + Eznz)lny, (3.61)
[Ey]Γ,(i+1/2)g = (1− 1/r)(Exnx + Eyny + Eznz)gny, (3.62)
[Ez]Γ,(i+1/2)l = (1− r)(Exnx + Eyny + Eznz)lnz, (3.63)
[Ez]Γ,(i+1/2)g = (1− 1/r)(Exnx + Eyny + Eznz)gnz. (3.64)
For simplicity, we introduce a coefficient, C l,gx,y,z, to represent the jump conditions for one or
two jumps within a cell for each Cartesian dimension. With superscripts l and g representing
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the liquid and gas phases at the cell center, respectively, the coefficient is described as
C l,gx,y,z =

0 if no jump,
(1− r) single jump, liquid at cell center,
(1− 1/r) single jump, gas at cell center,
2(1− r) double jump, liquid at cell center,
2(1− 1/r) double jump, gas at cell center.
(3.65)
Re-writing Eqs. (3.59) - (3.64), and accounting for the sign difference (+/-) of Eqs. (3.57) and (3.58)
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yields
Elx,i+1/2 =
1
2
(
Elx,i + E
g
x,i+1
+ C lx(Ex,i+1/2nx + Ey,j+1/2ny + Ez,k+1/2nz)
lnx
)
, (3.66)
Egx,i+1/2 =
1
2
(
Elx,i + E
g
x,i+1
+ Cgx(Ex,i+1/2nx + Ey,j+1/2ny + Ez,k+1/2nz)
gnx
)
, (3.67)
Ely,j+1/2 =
1
2
(
Elx,i + E
g
x,i+1
+ C ly(Ex,i+1/2nx + Ey,j+1/2ny + Ez,k+1/2nz)
lnx
)
, (3.68)
Egy,j+1/2 =
1
2
(
Elx,i + E
g
x,i+1
+ Cgy (Ex,i+1/2nx + Ey,j+1/2ny + Ez,k+1/2nz)
gnx
)
, (3.69)
Elz,k+1/2 =
1
2
(
Elx,i + E
g
x,i+1
+ C lz(Ex,i+1/2nx + Ey,j+1/2ny + Ez,k+1/2nz)
lnx
)
, (3.70)
Egz,k+1/2 =
1
2
(
Elx,i + E
g
x,i+1
+ Cgz (Ex,i+1/2nx + Ey,j+1/2ny + Ez,k+1/2nz)
gnx
)
. (3.71)
Equations (3.66-3.71) fully describe the electric field vector at the cell center, interpolated
from the cell faces across an interface. This cell-centered electric field is partitioned into
normal and tangential components, which are used to compute the right hand side of the
pressure jump in Eq. (2.21) at the cell center. The pressure jump is linearly interpolated to
the interface and then used to solve the pressure Poisson equation, which also employs the
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GFM [42, 43].
3.5 Implementation of Coulomb Force
The Coulomb force, Eq. (3.4), is implemented as a face-centered source term in the
Navier-Stokes equations. For each Cartesian dimension, charge is computed at each cell
face using a height function of the liquid volume fraction according to Eq. (3.72), and then
multiplied by the local face value of the electric field. The height function, λi+ 1
2
,j,k, is defined
by
λi+ 1
2
,j,k =

1 if Gi,j,k and Gi+1,j,k ≥ 0,
0 if Gi,j,k and Gi+1,j,k < 0,
G+i,j,k+G
+
i+1,j,k
|Gi,j,k|+|Gi+1,j,k| otherwise,
(3.72)
where G+ = max(Gi,j,k, 0).
3.6 Validation and Numerical Results
Several canonical test cases were employed to validate the numerical solutions for the
electric field: a one-dimensional rectangle with a flat interface separating regions of two
permittivities; a one-dimensional interface with constant charge density; a charged droplet
in an applied electric field accelerating to terminal velocity; a dielectric drop in a uniform
electric field; and a deforming dielectric spheroid stressed by an electric field. To assess
the performance of the proposed approach and demonstrate its robustness, simulations of a
charged and uncharged liquid kerosene jet in quiescent air are conducted and qualitatively
compared.
All simulations performed in this work employ an in-house code named NGA, for which
the numerical methods presented here have been implemented in parallel using Message
Passing Interface (MPI). NGA extends the family of high order fully conservative finite
difference schemes proposed by Morinishi and Vasilyev [115, 116, 189] to variable density
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low-Mach number flows [38, 48]. These schemes, tailored for DNS and LES, provide both
excellent accuracy and numerical robustness since they discretely conserve mass, momentum,
and kinetic energy.
To fully capture liquid break-up, the NGA code employs state-of-the-art interface
transport techniques, the first of which is called Spectrally Refined Interface (SRI). The SRI
method achieves local refinement in the form of quadrature points in each grid cell that con-
tains the phase-interface, so that the level set function can be reconstructed using high order
polynomials, thereby providing spectral accuracy [43]. Consequently, the local numerical
errors in interface transport are reduced by the combined effect of increased resolution and
increased order of accuracy. To render this method computationally efficient, the transport
of the level set function is performed using a semi-Lagrangian technique, removing all con-
straints on the time step size. Increased spatial resolution is achieved without noticeably
reducing the time step size for level set transport, which is a unique feature of this method.
Level set based methods usually show good accuracy, but suffer from poor mass conservation
properties. By increasing the local resolution of the level set function, this new approach
reduces numerical errors, thereby limiting mass conservation errors [43, 47, 46].
A second interface transport technique, known as Accurate Conservative Level Set
(ACLS) [42], is based on the conservative level set technique introduced in Olsson et al. [133].
By employing a hyperbolic tangent level set function that is transported and re-initialized
using fully conservative numerical schemes, mass conservation issues that are known to affect
level set methods are greatly reduced. The overall robustness of the numerical approach is
increased by computing the interface normals from a signed distance function reconstructed
from the hyperbolic tangent level set by a fast marching method [42]. In this chapter,
the ACLS method is used for simulations of atomizing liquid jets in Sec. 3.7 to leverage
its excellent mass conservation qualities with the accompanying severe interface topology
changes. For all other simulations, the SRI method is used to capitalize on its exceptional
accuracy.
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3.6.1 Horizontal Interface
The analytic solution for a horizontal, flat interface in an electric field was initially
used to validate the Poisson solver for the electric potential. As depicted in Fig. 3.6, the
domain is rectangular of height L with Dirichlet boundary conditions for the potential, set
to a constant value on top of the domain, φo, and zero at the bottom. The phase interface
is located at H. Above the interface, the permittivity is l and below g with l > g. The
analytic solution for the electric fields above and below the interface is
El =
φo
(L−H) + ( l
g
)H
and Eg =
φo(
(L−H)
(l/g)
+H
) . (3.73)
Figure 3.7 shows computational results for one representative test case where L = 1, r = 5,
φo = 100, and H = 0.4, with n = 60 mesh points across the domain. The ghost fluid method
provides a sharp and accurate solution for the electric field, and the error for this test case
is zero to machine accuracy. This result is expected because the electric field in this case
is constant in each phase, the jump in the electric field is both constant and normal to the
interface, and therefore the implemented GFM scheme is exact.
3.6.2 Horizontal Interface with Charge Density
The analytic solution for a horizontal, flat interface with charge density is used to
validate the PCG-BBMG Poisson solver for a case with a non-zero right hand side. The
geometry is the same as in the preceding example discussed in Section 3.6.1 and Fig. 3.6.
The upper region, representing the liquid, maintains a constant volumetric charge, qo. The
analytic solution for the liquid is governed by Poisson’s equation, while the charge-free gas
region is governed by the Laplace equation, as
d2φl
dy2
= qo and
d2φg
dy2
= 0, (3.74)
with the electric field in the liquid and gas described by
El(y) =
qy
l
− β and Eg = r
(
qH
l
− β
)
, (3.75)
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Figure 3.6: Schematic for the flat, horizontal interface case.
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Figure 3.7: Distribution of normalized electric field normal to interface for horizontal inter-
face test case. Symbols represent simulation, solid line represents theory.
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where
β =
φo + ql
2/(2l) + rqH
2/l − qH2/(2r)
L−H + rH . (3.76)
The simulation parameters are the same as the uncharged horizontal interface test case. The
value of qo is chosen such that the ratio of charge to applied potential is unity. Figure 3.8
shows computational results for this case, illustrating excellent agreement of simulation and
theory. Table 3.1 reports the normalized error in the y-direction electric field for this test
case, showing second order convergence with mesh refinement.
Table 3.1: Normalized error in y-direction electric field for a horizontal interface with charge
density.
Mesh err Ey order
50 1.1e-5 -
100 2.7e-6 2.02
200 6.8e-7 1.98
3.6.3 Motion of a Small Charged Droplet
A small point charge in a uniform electric field accelerates due to the Coulomb force,
f e = qE. In an attempt to reproduce this behavior, a small, spherical, charged droplet is
placed in a uniform electric field. If the drop charge is small relative to the applied field,
the spherical drop will not modify the electric field significantly, while feeling the effect of
the Coulomb force. Provided that the Reynolds number is small enough, the droplet will
also experience Stokes drag and will eventually reach a terminal velocity. Although a simple
case, the charged drop test case evaluates the accuracy of the Coulomb force, as well as the
interaction of the electric and viscous forces.
With the previous assumptions, the motion of the charged drop is governed by the
ordinary differential equation
ρlVlqEy − 6piµRody
dt
= ρlVl
d2y
dt2
, (3.77)
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Figure 3.8: Distribution of normalized electric field for charged horizontal interface test case.
Symbols represent simulation, solid line represents theory.
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where Vl represents the liquid volume and Ro the drop radius. The corresponding terminal
velocity, ut, and time scale, τ are given as
ut =
ρlVlqEy
6piµRo
and τ =
Ro
ut
. (3.78)
The relevant simulation parameters include the ratio of space charge to electric field strength,
QE = qRo/E, set to a value of 0.4, the viscosity ratio and density ratio to 10, the surface
tension, γ = 0.2, relative permittivity, r = 1, and domain size of 10Ro × 20Ro. To limit
temporal errors, the CFL is kept constant at 0.1. Figure 3.9 shows the velocity of the
drop over time as it accelerates to terminal velocity for three levels of mesh refinement.
Simulation results are compared to the theoretical solution for Eq. (3.77). The normalized
error of simulation compared to theory at t/τ = 3 converges on mesh refinement: 11% at
Ro/h = 3; 2.2% at Ro/h = 6; and 0.4% at Ro/h = 9, where Ro/h represents the number
of grid cells across the drop radius, thereby demonstrating good convergence and excellent
accuracy even with coarse resolution. Importantly, the drop remains spherical throughout
the simulation, as expected.
3.6.4 Dielectric Drop in a Uniform Electric Field
For a subsequent test case, we demonstrate a three-dimensional dielectric sphere placed
in a uniform electric field. The drop is ideally suited to assess the accuracy and robustness
of the EHD module. Spherical shapes are commonly observed in atomization processes
and represent a canonical geometry for fuel injection applications. Additionally, the elec-
tric potential at the interface decays with r−2 and the electric field experiences large jumps
proportional to the relative permittivity, r. Since we explicitly address the jump condi-
tions with the GFM approach, we expect this approach to accurately capture the physical
phenomena with only a few grid points across the drop radius.
The analytic solution is provided in several references [81, 93] and has been demon-
strated in other work as a representative test case to validate numerical methods [186, 10].
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Figure 3.9: Simulation of charged drop accelerating to terminal velocity. Ro/h = 3 (circles),
Ro/h = 6 (squares), Ro/h = 9 (triangles) compared to theory (line).
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In this case we compare the numerical simulation result of the pressure in a spherical drop
with the analytic prediction. The geometry is shown in Fig. 3.10. The electric field, Eo, is
applied in the y-direction far away from the sphere. Since this case assumes a perfect di-
electric, the environment is free of charge, and therefore the governing equation is Laplace’s
equation with appropriate boundary conditions. Superscripts l and g represent regions inside
and outside the drop, respectively, and specifically φl is the potential inside the drop. The
permittivities are known with l > g and therefore the ratio of permittivities r > 1. The
analytic solutions for the electric potential and magnitude of the electric field components
are
φl(r, θ) = Eor
( −3
r + 2
)
sin θ, (3.79)
φg(r, θ) = −Eor sin θ +
(
− 1
+ 2
)
Eo
R3
r2
sin θ, (3.80)
Et,r=Ro =
(
3Eo
r + 2
)
cos θ, (3.81)
Eln,r=Ro =
(
3Eo
r + 2
)
sin θ, and (3.82)
Egn,r=Ro = r
(
3Eo
r + 2
)
sin θ. (3.83)
The pressure jump across the drop is given by
[p]Γ =
2γ
R
+
1
2
(
3Eo
r + 1
)2[
l(1− r) sin2 θ + g(1− r) cos2 θ
]
. (3.84)
A simulation is conducted with parameters NE = E
2Ro/γ = 0.33, r = 10, density and
viscosity ratios set to unity, drop radius Ro = 0.1, and surface tension, γ = 0.32 for various
levels of mesh refinement on a domain of 10Ro × 20Ro. Results for the convergence of the
y-component of the electric field at two circumferential locations are reported in Table 3.2.
The electric field at the cell center is very accurate at the pole and the equator, points where
the field is exclusively defined by either the normal or the tangential component. At both
points, the electric field shows reasonable convergence, with the error decaying between first-
and second-order with mesh refinement. Table 3.3 reports the convergence of the electric
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potential at all grid points in the neighborhood of the interface, which is defined by a sign
change in the level set function compared to a neighboring cell in any direction. The electric
potential shows limited convergence, remaining below first-order accuracy. These results are
expected, since, as mentioned in Section 3.3, the numerical scheme is true to the normal jump
in the electric displacement vector, [En]Γ, but smears the tangential jump, [Eti ]Γ. Similar
observations and rates of convergence were reported by Liu et al. [102]. It should also be
noted that the choice of the GFM methodology represents an exchange of convergence for
accuracy. In modeling multiphase and atomization processes, with characteristically small
structures, numerical accuracy is expected to be the more important property. Figure 3.11
Table 3.2: Normalized error in y-direction electric field at the pole and equator of a dielectric
drop.
Ro/h err, θ = 0
◦ order err, θ = 90◦ order
5 2.3% - 2.0% -
10 0.8% 1.5 2.8% -
20 0.4% 1.0 0.7% 2.0
Table 3.3: Convergence for electric potential, φ, at the interface of a dielectric drop.
Ro/h L2 order L∞ order
5 0.0137 – 0.0777 –
10 0.0086 0.67 0.0748 0.06
20 0.0061 0.50 0.0551 0.44
compares the simulation results to the analytic prediction of Eq. (3.84) for the pressure jump
at the surface of the drop. The pressure jump is obtained across the sharp interface after one
time step, prior to any deformation, and computed results agree well with theory. Table 3.4
shows the accuracy of the pressure jump at the equator, θ = 0◦, which is the point of the
maximum pressure jump. The GFM scheme shows improvements in the accuracy of the
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Figure 3.10: Schematic for dielectric cylinder in a uniform electric field test case.
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pressure jump even with coarse resolution compared to previous work, such as the results
reported for the same problem by Tomar et al. [186].
Table 3.4: Normalized error in pressure jump at equator (θ = 0◦) for a dielectric drop in
uniform electric field.
Ro/h err [p]Γ order
NGA EHD 4 2.12% -
NGA EHD 8 1.03% 1.09
NGA EHD 16 0.63% 0.71
Tomar et al. [186] 20 4.49% -
Tomar et al. [186] 40 2.24% 1.00
Tomar et al. [186] 80 1.15% 0.96
3.6.5 Deforming Spheroidal Drop
A number of researchers have explored the case of a suspended drop in a uniform
electric field, including Taylor [184], Landau and Lifshitz [93], Cheng and Chaddock [24],
Sozou [176], Baygents and Rivette [10, 155], and Tomar et al. [186]. For this case, the
geometry and electric field alignment are identical to that for the dielectric drop in the
preceding section, as shown in Fig. 3.10. A spherical drop deforms when stressed by an
externally applied electric field. A dielectric drop always deforms into a prolate spheroid
with the major axis aligned with the electric field.
The eccentricity, e, depolarization constant, n, and the electric field inside the spheroidal
drop are given by Landau [93]
e =
√
1− a2/b2,
n =
(1− e2)
(2e3)
(
ln
(
(1 + e)
(1− e)
)
− 2e
)
,
El =
Eo
(1− n) + nr . (3.85)
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Figure 3.11: Pressure jump at the interface of a dielectric cylinder. Simulation results for
Ro/h = 4 (circles), Ro/h = 8 (filled triangles) compared to analytic solution (line).
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The force balance at the interface is
[p]Γ = γκ+
g
2
(
r(E
l
n)
2 − (Egn)2 + E2t (1− r)
)
. (3.86)
Considering two particular points, the equator (x = a) and the pole (y = b), the mean
curvature, κ, is defined by the two principal radii of curvature, R1 and R2. For a prolate
spheroid, these radii of curvature are given by
R1 = a
2b2
(
x2
a4
+
y2
b4
)3/2
and R2 = a
2
(
x2
a4
+
y2
b4
)1/2
. (3.87)
The mean curvature at the end of the major axis (i.e. at the pole) and the curvature at the
end of the minor axis (i.e. at the equator) are given by Taylor [184] as
R−11 +R
−1
2 =

2b
a2
at the pole,
a
b2
+ 1
a
at the equator.
The electric stress at the pole is due exclusively to the normal component (En); similarly the
electric stress at the equator is due only to the tangential component (Et). The tangential
component is continuous at the equator, that is Et = E
l
t = E
g
t at θ = 0
o. Therefore the
pressure jump at these locations can be expressed as
[p]Γ =

γ
(
2b
a2
)
+ g
2
(
r(E
l
n)
2 − (Egn)2
)
at the pole,
γ
(
a
b2
+ 1
a
)
+ g
2
(
E2l (1− r
)
at the equator.
(3.88)
Simulation parameters are based upon Cheng and Chaddock’s stability analysis [24] and
reported in Tomar et al. [186]: NE = 0.49, ra = Ro/1.2, rb = 1.44Ro, [p]Γ = 4.24 Pa,
Ro = 0.1, γ = 0.32, r = 10.0, and density and viscosity ratios of unity. The domain size
used is 10Ro × 20Ro. To limit temporal errors, the CFL is kept constant at 0.1.
Results for the equilibrium drop pressure using the NGA EHD module are compared
to results from previous work in Table 3.5. Equilibrium pressure is computed as a volume
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average of all cells with a liquid volume fraction of 0.99 or greater. The NGA EHD module
again shows good accuracy with few grid points. Figure 3.12 depicts the evolution of an
initially spherical dielectric drop deforming into a prolate spheroid under the stress of an
applied electric field, showing a smooth interface and iso-contours of electric potential.
Table 3.5: Dielectric drop in uniform electric field. Comparison of simulation with Tomar
et al. [186] for computed equilibrium pressure jump at different levels of mesh refinement.
Simulation L1 and L2 errors compared to theoretical predictions of Taylor [184], Landau [93],
and Cheng and Chaddock [24].
Ro/h L1 ∆p order L2 ∆p order
NGA EHD 3 0.029 - 0.09 -
NGA EHD 6 0.004 3.00 0.03 1.63
Tomar et al. [186] 4 0.145 - 0.22 -
Tomar et al. [186] 8 0.073 0.99 0.05 2.13
3.6.6 Interacting drops
To demonstrate the robustness of the numerical methods, a three-dimensional case of
interacting droplets is demonstrated. Two identical spherical dielectric drops are placed in
a uniform electric field. The drops are perfect dielectrics, which guarantees no charge in
the bulk or at the interface. This test is similar to ones conducted by Baygents et al. [10]
and Tomar et al. [186]. Drop parameters used in simulations include a relative permittivity,
r = 8.0, electric Bond number, Ne = 1.5, and drop radius, Ro = 0.1, and drop spacing
h = 2Ro, where 2h is the distance from drop center to drop center. The simulation is
performed on a domain of size 10Ro × 20Ro × 10Ro discretized on a mesh of 64× 128× 64.
To limit temporal errors, the CFL is kept constant at 0.1. The evolution of the drops with
time is depicted in Figs 3.13 and 3.14.
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(a) Initial drop shape and electric field vectors, t=0. (b) Deformed drop and equipotential lines, t=0.1 s.
(c) Deformed drop and equipotential lines, t=0.5 s. (d) Deformed drop and equipotential lines, t=8.0 s.
Figure 3.12: Evolution of a deforming, dielectric drop stressed by a uniform electric field.
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(a) t∗ = 0 (b) t∗ = 3
(c) t∗ = 5 (d) t∗ = 7
Figure 3.13: Interaction of deforming, dielectric drops stressed by a uniform electric field.
Drops shown with electric field vectors.
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Figure 3.14: Evolution of two dielectric drops stressed by uniform electric field.
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3.7 Simulation of a Charged and Uncharged Kerosene Jet
The validation cases presented heretofore are very limited in terms of complexity, cover-
ing flows governed by surface tension and viscous effects. In order to assess the performance
of the proposed approach and demonstrate its robustness, charged and uncharged liquid
jets in quiescent air are simulated. A charge injection scheme is modeled, similar to that
investigated by many researchers elsewhere [204, 170, 87, 88, 97, 177]. The properties for
the simulation are inspired by charge injection experiments performed by Shrimpton and
co-workers [170, 171, 172, 204]. Parameters employed in both simulations are summarized
in Table 3.6, with the electro-inertial number defined by Nei = q
2d2o/ρu
2. Both charged and
Table 3.6: Parameters for charged and uncharged liquid kerosene jet. Total mesh size is 50.3
million grid points; do/h represents number of grid points across nozzle diameter
Simulation
Parameter Uncharged Charged Charged Experiment
NE 0 70 19
Nei 0 1.25 0.09
q [C/m3] 0 4 0.5
Re 2000 4900
We 850 1700
do [µm] 250 500
do/h 36 n/a
ρl/ρg 652
µl/µg 56
r 2.2
γ [N/m] 0.0235
uncharged simulations correspond to a fast liquid jet of kerosene injected from a circular
port of diameter do into quiescent air. For the charged simulation, we use a domain size of
Lx = 21do, and Ly = Lz = 7do discretized on a 768 × 256 × 256 mesh. The boundary con-
ditions implemented for this simulation are inflow and outflow conditions on the upstream
and downstream x−faces, respectively, and zero electric potential on the y− and z−faces.
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The interface is initialized as a liquid cylinder spanning the domain. In Fig. 3.15, the un-
charged and charged simulations are shown side-by-side for comparison. As expected, the
uncharged simulation shows no disruption or break-up. Figure 3.16 depicts both simula-
tions and the experimental shadowgraph presented in Fig. 3.2, and Fig. 4.6 highlights the
qualitative similarities in the disintegration of the liquid core, droplet formation and liga-
ment orientation between the charged simulation and experiment. Compared to the charged
experiment shown in Fig. 3.2, the charged simulation employs a higher level of volumetric
charge, q, to enhance liquid break-up in the absence of flow disturbances. In the charged
simulation, many complex phenomena interact, resulting in a liquid break-up into ligaments
and drops. The presence of numerous ligaments oriented radially outward from the axial
centerline bears strong resemblance to the experiment photograph, Fig. 3.2. The charged
simulation requires 70% more computational time than an uncharged jet. The addition of
the electric potential Poisson equation and a complex space charge electric field account
for the increase in computational expense in the charged simulation. Table 3.7 reports the
proportion of time per time step required for each of the major computational components
for the charged simulation using the NGA EHD module.
Table 3.7: Proportion of time taken by each solver for each time step for a charged liquid
kerosene jet simulation. The multiphase step in this simulation includes the computational
time for the electric potential Poisson solver.
Multiphase including EHD 44%
Velocity 12%
Pressure 42%
Other 2%
3.8 Summary
This chapter details the development, implementation, and validation of a sharp nu-
merical scheme for multiphase electrohydrodynamic flows. A ghost fluid method (GFM)
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(a) Uncharged simulation. (b) Charged simulation.
Figure 3.15: Comparison of uncharged and charged simulations of liquid kerosene jet.
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(a) Uncharged simulation. (b) Charged simulation. (c) Charged simulation.
Figure 3.16: Comparison of uncharged and charged simulations of liquid kerosene jet, and
experiment [170].
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(a) Charged simulation. (b) Charged experiment [170].
Figure 3.17: Comparison of charged simulation and experiment [170], highlighting qualitative
similarity in drop and ligament formations.
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approach is employed to solve for the electric potential Poisson equation in a sharp, accurate
and robust manner. EHD boundary and jump conditions are implemented using a similar
methodology, and subsequently used to solve the pressure Poisson equation. Electric charge
is modeled in the bulk, with an initial assumption of no surface charge. The methods de-
tailed here are implemented within the NGA code, which employs state-of-the-art interface
tracking technique coupled to a robust and accurate Navier-Stokes/Ghost fluid solver.
Previous work by Tomar [186] implemented a weighted harmonic mean (WHM) inter-
polation scheme to smoothen the electric properties at the interface, a coupled level set and
volume-of-fluid (CLSVOF) algorithm for tracking the phase interface, and the continuum
surface force (CSF) method for the electric surface forces. We develop a new representa-
tion for the interface jump conditions, employing a generalized Taylor series expansion to
directly and accurately account for the discontinuities across the interface. We show that
the GFM can be extended to solve the electric potential Poisson equation. The GFM is also
extended to the EHD jump conditions to accurately model the strong interfacial coupling.
Compared to a CSF-type approach for handling discontinuities, the application of GFM in
the NGA code yields more accurate results with fewer grid points. Several test cases validate
the overall methodology and demonstrate the improvements in both accuracy and efficiency
compared with the current state of the art for EHD modeling. The model is applied in
direct numerical simulation of a charged and uncharged liquid Kerosene jet to demonstrate
the robustness of the methods. The simulation results are compared to classic experiments
and suggest reasonable qualitative agreement.
To fully explore the dynamics of EHD and its role in primary atomization, fully three-
dimensional DNS of atomizing EHD liquid jets must be conducted. The complicated inter-
play between classical liquid disintegration mechanisms and electric disruption will require
large-scale simulations to resolve. Several fundamental yet unanswered research questions
will guide initial simulations of EHD atomization, such as the roles that the electric Bond
number, NE, and the electro-inertial number, Nei, play in electrostatic-enhanced atomiza-
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tion for complex geometries and three-dimensional flows. The methodology proposed and
validated in this chapter establishes a point of departure for large-scale, high-fidelity DNS of
EHD atomization. Results of a detailed numerical study of electrostatic-aided atomization
are the focus of Chapter 4.
Chapter 4
Detailed Simulations of Electrically Charged Diesel-type Jets
EHD flows and sprays have drawn considerable interest over the past three decades,
progressing from pioneering work by Kim and Turnbull [88]. Shrimpton and co-workers have
studied the technique of “charge injection” through experimental [153, 154, 169, 170, 171,
204] and numerical [166, 168] investigations. Notwithstanding these efforts, the complex in-
teractions among electrostatic charge, electric fields, and the dynamics of atomizing liquids
are not well understood. Considering the challenges and expense of experiments, high-fidelity
numerical simulations should be able to provide some clarity to the underlying fundamentals
and dynamics of EHD atomization. While numerical simulations of realistic liquid break-
up are challenged by the computational expense required to resolve small structures and
the correspondingly large, parallel resources necessary to perform these simulations, recent
advances in scientific computing and numerical methods renders simulation a viable com-
plement. With the possibilities of simulations-based research in mind, this chapter extends
the numerical methods and computational scheme detailed in Chapter 3 to perform fully
three-dimensional direct numerical simulations of electrically charged liquid jets.
4.1 Objectives
To fully explore the dynamics of EHD and its role in primary atomization, three-
dimensional DNS of atomizing EHD liquid jets must be conducted. The methodology pro-
posed and validated in Chapter 3 establishes a point of departure for large-scale, high-fidelity
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DNS of EHD atomization. In this vein, two fundamental, yet unanswered, research questions
guide this initial numerical investigation of EHD atomization:
1. Role of electro-inertial number, Nei. Is level of injected charge, q effective
in enhancing EHD atomization and controlling the relevant characteristics of the
spray? Does q govern the drop size distribution and the onset of atomization for
liquid dielectric hydrocarbons, or are these parameters truly electrohydrodynamic?
2. Role of surface tension. What is the interplay and relative importance of elec-
trostatic effects compared to surface tension for atomization of charged dielectric
liquids? What roles do the electric Bond number, NE, and liquid Weber number,
Wel play in primary atomization for the types of flows and sprays considered herein?
To explore these research questions, detailed numerical simulations are performed using
carefully chosen parameters. The parameters are selected to gain an understanding of the
underlying physical phenomena while maintaining reasonable confidence in the numerical
techniques. The following objectives guide this initial investigation of EHD atomization:
• Assess the hydrodynamic inflow conditions for the multiphase simulations;
• Visualize primary atomization and qualitatively compare simulation results to avail-
able experimental data;
• Identify principal atomization mechanisms;
• Analyze the effects of the electro-inertial number;
• Analyze the effects of the liquid Weber number;
• Collect and analyze statistics for primary atomization of a charged Diesel-type jet.
This chapter begins with an overview of the simulations test matrix and a description
of the computational domain and resolution factors, followed by a brief assessment of hy-
drodynamic inflows to the multiphase simulation. Then, a series of numerical simulations
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is performed across a range of relevant non-dimensional parameters, and some qualitative,
global characteristics of each simulation are discussed. An algorithm to identify liquid struc-
tures is implemented and used to collect statistics for all structures at different times in each
simulations. Statistics are analyzed and spray characteristics, such as the onset of atomiza-
tion, drop size distribution, and spray cone angle, are assessed. Finally, some simple models
are proposed and compared with statistical results.
4.2 Flow Configuration
A charged liquid Diesel-type jet is simulated with liquid injection through a circular
port of diameter do. The properties for the simulation are inspired by charge injection exper-
iments performed by Shrimpton and co-workers [170, 171, 172, 204]. Simulation parameters
are summarized in Table 4.1, with injecting nozzle diameter, do, and its bulk velocity, Uo
The domain size employed is Lx = 30do, and Ly = Lz = 15do discretized on a uniform
mesh of different sizes commensurate with the number of points per nozzle diameter, Ndia
reported in Table 4.1. The boundary conditions implemented for all simulations are Dirichlet
boundary specifying bulk inflow at the upstream x− face, convective outflow conditions on
the downstream x−face, and zero electric potential on the y− and z−faces. The interface is
initialized as a liquid cylinder spanning the domain.
As an initial investigation, a campaign of three-dimensional simulations is outlined
here.
Four simulations for low density ratios, Cases A0 - A3, are performed for high electric
Reynolds number liquid jets, as summarized in Table 4.1, including an uncharged baseline
case (A0). These cases strive to explore principal effects of electro-inertial number and liquid
Weber number on the onset of atomization and drop-size distribution. The density ratio is
set to ρl/ρg = 50, which is commonly observed in Diesel engines and low enough to avoid
numerical issues that can plague higher density ratio simulations. The low Reynolds number
is chosen to reduce the likelihood of natural breakup in the uncharged case so that this
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simulation may be used as a baseline for qualitative assessment. The lower limit of electric
charge is selected such that liquid break-up occurs in the latter half of the domain in the axial
direction, while the upper limit of volumetric charge is limited by experimental observations
of corona discharge. Additionally, the upper limit of electric charge is limited by the com-
putational domain size, since early and rapid liquid disintegration quickly fills the domain
and alters the statistical analysis for cone angle. Visualization, qualitative assessment, and
statistical analysis are reported in §4.4.
Table 4.1: Summary of liquid jet EHD simulations.
Case ρl/ρg µl/µg Rel Wel Nei Oh Ndia
(A0) 50 50 2000 1000 0 0.015811 26
(A1) 50 50 2000 1000 0.10 0.015811 26
(A2) 50 50 2000 1000 0.15 0.015811 26
(A3) 50 50 2000 1000 0.20 0.015811 26
The resolution required in the computational domain is specified for a DNS simulation
of EHD atomization of a liquid jet. The proceeding methodology summarized in this section
follows previous work conducted using the NGA code. A schematic of the computational
domain that will be employed in our proposed detailed simulations is shown in Fig 4.1. The
charged liquid jet is injected from a circular port of diameter D into a quiescent gas from
the y − z face. The computational domain previously used to study the Diesel jet is a box
of dimensions Lx × Ly × Lz. In order to prevent the domain boundaries from affecting the
evolution of the jet, we set Lx = 20d, and Ly = Lz = 5d. This domain size has been
successfully employed in previous work using the NGA code. However, the addition of the
electrostatics requires additional domain spacing in the lateral (y−z) plane to account for the
possibility of greater droplet dispersal. The validation case in Chapter 3, Figure 4.6, employs
a domain size of Lx = 21d, and Ly = Lz = 7d. The figure illustrates that this domain size
is too small for the parameters used, with liquid structures reaching the lateral sides of
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the domain at approximately the axial mid-point. Therefore, for subsequent multiphase
simulations reported here, an expanded domain size of Lx = 30d, Ly = Lz = 15d is used.
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Figure 4.1: Sketch of computational domain employed in simulations
The dynamics of EHD atomization are expected to be dominated by liquid disinte-
gration mechanisms as well as electric disruption. Due to the low values of electric Bond
number, NE, employed in these simulations, it is expected that the Weber number will be
the principal determinant of mesh size. Previous studies have shown that drops with We-
ber numbers of around 10 do not undergo further break-up [96]. This imposes a practical
limit on mesh sizing within the computational domain. In our proposed simulations we will
require that the Weber number based on mesh spacing, ∆x, be smaller than 10. Since the
liquid is expected to occupy most of the domain, a uniform mesh is preferred. Using the ex-
panded domain size specified above and a representative liquid Weber number, Weliq ≈ 500,
an estimate of the number of grid points in a uniform mesh for a single simulation can be
described as
We∆x = ρliqU
2
liq∆x/σ < 10, (4.1)
Ndia > 0.1Weliq, (4.2)
Ntot ≈ 1000d3 = 1000(0.1We3liq). (4.3)
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For We = 500 an estimate for the number of points, Ntot, is 125 Million.
4.3 Evaluation of Hydrodynamic Inflow Conditions
The validation results for a three-dimensional simulation of an electrically charge liquid
jet in §3.7 are promising. However, the charged jet with an undisturbed bulk inlet flow is not
realistic, and some of the liquid breakup may be attributable numerical errors. A brief survey
of experimental work shows that hydrodynamic, as well as EHD effects within the nozzle,
will produce flow disturbances at the nozzle exit plane. The most descriptive experimental
setup is provided by Shrimpton, with details of nozzle body size and emitting electrode
placement [169, 170, 171]. Some of Shrimpton’s experimental cases fall in the laminar range,
with Reynolds number based on nozzle diameter and average nozzle velocity as low as 2000.
The majority of his experiments are run in the turbulent or transition range, and therefore
the hydrodynamics will introduce flow disturbances through turbulent kinetic energy and
large-scale eddies in the low-range of turbulent Reynolds numbers. The placement of the
emitting electrode may also contribute to flow disturbances. With these practical factors
in mind, a brief investigation of different inflow configurations is deemed relevant. In this
section, multiphase simulations are performed using a bulk inflow, and a fully turbulent inflow
using the results of a turbulent pipe preliminary simulation. Effects of different inflows are
compared to experimental results.
4.3.1 Bulk Inlet
The multiphase simulations employing bulk inflow were presented in §3.7. The sim-
ulation is shown here for reference. Figure 4.2 reveals that the domain size chosen for this
simulation is too short in the lateral (y and z) directions. The domain size was increased
from previous work used to study turbulent atomization of an uncharged Diesel jet to ac-
count for greater lateral dispersion resulting from the presence of space charge. However,
Fig. 3.17(b) clearly shows that liquid structures reach the domain boundary near x ≈ 15do.
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To remedy this issue, the domain size was increased for subsequent simulations.
Figure 4.2: Evidence of mesh alignment error in validation simulation employing un-
distrubed bulk inflow.
While the bulk inflow simulation displays promising qualitative agreement with ex-
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periment, the quantity of electric charge employed in the simulation is much higher than
experiment. Due to the high electric charge in a cylindrical jet and the boundary conditions
on a rectangular domain, this simulation exhibits some evidence of mesh alignment. To
explore this issue, a simple test is conducted to demonstrate the effect of the Coulomb force
implementation. A two-dimensional simulation of a charged liquid cylinder in a rectangular
domain is conducted. Simulations employ 2D periodic cylinders, Ro = 0.1, with Dirich-
let boundary conditions for the electric potential (φ = 0) on all four sides of a domain of
10Ro×10Ro with mesh spacing, Ro/h, set to 10. The relative permittivity is set to the value
for kerosene, r = l/g = 2.2. The ratio of Coulomb force to surface tension takes the form of
an electric Bond number, NE = q
2r3o/γor, and in this test NE is set to 100, approximately
one order of magnitude greater than experimental value in order to exaggerate the influence
of the Coulomb force.
Two simulations are performed and evaluated. The first simulation employs a symmet-
ric circular cylinder. Figure 4.3 displays the mesh alignment of the symmetric cylinder, with
the Coulomb force stretching the interface non-uniformly toward the corners of the square
domain. The other simulation employs a circular cylinder with a slightly disturbed surface.
The surface disturbances are introduced using a cosine function for mode m = 3 and a dis-
turbance amplitude equal to Ro/500. Also shown in Fig. 4.3 is the disturbed surface case,
illustrating that the small disturbances are magnified by the Coulomb force. The surface is
deformed in the direction of the three disturbances, commensurate with theory. Given the
results of this test, it is expected that the introduction of flow disturbances in the inflow, as
well as lower levels of space charge, will eliminate any issues of mesh alignment.
4.3.2 Fully Turbulent Inlet
A second simulation is conducted with relevant non-dimensional parameters matched
to Shrimpton’s experiment, Case 2 [170]. Simulation parameters are summarized in Ta-
ble 4.2. To introduce flow disturbances, a turbulent pipe preliminary simulation is performed
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Figure 4.3: Evolution of initially perturbed interface (blue) and unperturbed interface (black)
under the influence of the Coulomb force and surface tension.
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(a) Mesh alignment test with disturbances intro-
duced at mode m=4.
(b) Mesh alignment test with disturbances intro-
duced at mode m=3.
Figure 4.4: Mesh alignment test simulation with interface disturbance of Ro/500.
and then used as the inflow to the multiphase simulation. The turbulent pipe preliminary
simulation is performed with Re = 4900 to match the experimental value. To ensure fully
developed turbulence, the inflow simulation is run until the axial skin friction coefficient,
Cfx reaches an approximately constant value, as depicted in Fig. 4.5. The simulation is
run in cylindrical coordinates on a domain of 20d0 × do × 2pi and discretized on a mesh of
192 × 96 × 64. As mentioned previously, the domain size was increased for this simulation
from the 20do×7do×7do domain employed in the bulk inlet simulation to 20do×10do×10do
in order to accommodate increased lateral dispersion.
Figures 4.6(a) and 4.6(b) compare Shrimpton’s experiment [166] and the charged simu-
lation. Unlike the bulk inflow case, the turbulent inflow shows no evidence of mesh alignment,
attributable to lower levels of volumetric charge as well as the presence of flow disturbances
introduced by the fully turbulent inflow that contribute to a non-uniform interface at the
nozzle exit. The simulated jet shows more liquid disintegration than the experiment, espe-
cially near the axial centerline. The experiment shows the liquid core largely intact with
satellite ligaments that begin to tear away from the core. The greater disintegration in the
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Figure 4.5: Axial skin friction coefficient for turbulent pipe preliminary inflow simulation.
Table 4.2: Parameters for charged liquid kerosene jet simulation employing fully turbulent
inflow.
Parameter Simulation Experiment
Nei 0.1
Re 4900
We 1700
do/h 25 n/a
ρl/ρg 652
µl/µg 56
r 2.2
γ [N/m] 0.0235
simulation may be due to the fully turbulent inflow, which appears to carry more turbu-
lent kinetic energy and more flow disturbance than what is noticeable in the experiment
shadowgraph, Fig. 4.6(a).
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(a) Charge injection experiment, reproduced with
permission [166].
(b) Charged multiphase simulation using fully tur-
bulent inflow.
Figure 4.6: Comparison of experiment and simulation of charged liquid kerosene jet with
turbulent inflow.
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There are several challenges to determining the correct hydrodynamic inflow conditions
for the case of direct charge injection. One such challenge is the lack of detailed knowledge of
the electrodynamics in the region within and immediately downstream of the charge inject-
ing nozzle, including the local electric field and distribution of space charge. EHD-generated
turbulence and highly complex electrochemical processes within the charge injecting nozzle
further complicate this analysis. Finally, the numerical challenge of accurately simulating
high-density-ratio, three-dimensional multiphase flows is poorly matched with most experi-
mental work, which almost exclusively employ high density ratio tests. Given these challenges
and the favorable results of the mesh alignment study in §4.3.1, the choice is made to employ
a bulk inflow simulation with random disturbances as the hydrodynamic inlet to multiphase
simulations in the initial series of electrically charged multiphase simulations.
4.4 Simulations of Electrically Charged Diesel-type Jets
This section discusses an initial set of detailed simulations of charged jets, Cases A0,
A1, A2, and A3 summarized in Table 4.1 and described in greater detail in Table 4.3. The
purpose of these simulations is to assess the fundamental physics and mechanisms of liquid
break-up in charged Diesel-type jets, analyze statistics from the simulations, and propose
simple models to predict the onset of atomization and drop size. Simulations employ a low
density ratio, approximately ρl/ρg ≈ 50. Lower density ratio simulations are relevant for
many potential applications of this work, and simulations will not suffer from some of the
challenging issues that currently plague higher density ratio simulations.
4.4.1 Global Description of the Flow
In this section, the global features of Case A0 - A4 are discussed in some detail, and
qualitative observations are made about the nature of the liquid break-up mechanisms. Fig-
ure 4.7 captures the uncharged simulation after two flow-through times (FTTs). As expected
the simulation shows no liquid breakup, even with the random disturbances introduced into
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Table 4.3: Summary of proposed liquid jet EHD simulations. Ntot represents the total
number of grid cells.
Parameter Case A0 Case A1 Case A2 Case A3
Nei 0 0.10 0.15 0.20
Re 2000
We 1000
do/h 25.6
ρl/ρg 50
µl/µg 50
r 2.2
γ [N/m] 0.0235
Domain: 30d× 15d× 15d
Mesh: 768× 384× 384
Ntot: 113 million
Figure 4.7: Instantaneous phase-interface location for Case A0, uncharged jet.
the bulk inflow. The lower density ratio used in this simulation accentuates the role of aero-
dynamic forces, however the low Reynolds number chosen for these simulations suppresses
liquid breakup.
Figures 4.8(a)-4.8(c) present axial snapshots of the phase-interface for each of the three
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(a) Nei = 0.10.
(b) Nei = 0.15.
(c) Nei = 0.20.
Figure 4.8: Instantaneous phase-interface location for electrically charged simulations, Cases
A1-A3.
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charged cases at approximately two FTTs. Immediately observable is the marked difference
in the onset of atomization among Cases A1 - A3, with the axial point at which primary
atomization begins, xo, moving upstream as the electro-inertial number increases. For the
Nei = 0.10 case, liquid breakup begins at approximately xo ≈ 19. Figure 4.8(a) illustrates
a number of long ligaments oriented in the (−x) direction. The orientation arises from
the lower density ratio, thereby enhancing the aerodynamic effects on the breakup process.
This aerodynamically influenced orientation was observed in experimental work conducted
by Wu and Faeith [199] for density ratios on the order of 100. The Coulomb force, oriented
radially outward from the charged liquid core, is relatively small in this case, and therefore
not expected to significantly alter the orientation of ligaments and structures. Nevertheless,
the dispersion of drops and liquid structures from the core is noticeable near the (x+) face,
x/D ≥ 25, even for this weakly charged simulation.
Case A2, shown in Figure 4.8(b), shows a primary atomization onset location signif-
icantly further upstream than in Case A1, consistent with the additional disruption and
greater electric stresses accompanying higher levels of injected charge. Also, substantially
more dislodged liquid structures exist in the domain in Case A2 as compared to Case A1,
with a range of sizes, shapes and orientations. More structures with a radial orientation are
present, attributable to the greater Coulomb force radial Coulombic repulsion. The domain
is largely full of liquid structures at approximately x/D ≥ 20, and several structures have
reached the lateral extent of the domain. The spray cone angle is much wider than for Case
A2.
Case A3, shown in Figure 4.8(c), illustrates significant atomization and complete dis-
integration of the liquid core in the latter half of the computational domain. The figure
suggests that atomization begins at approximately xo ≈ 15, even further upstream than in
Case A2, and the spray cone angle appears to be wider than both Cases A1 and A2. The
radial distribution and orientation of structures is more pronounced than in Case A2, clearly
illustrating the effects of increased charge and Coulombic repulsion. The higher level of
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electric charge is also likely to instigate the rapid disintegration of the core, both through
the Coulomb force and the greater electric stresses at the interface. The space charge elec-
tric field is greater for this case compared to Cases A1 and A2, and subsequently the EHD
contribution to the pressure jump is greater. The combination of these two electric effects
yield the rapid and full liquid breakup shown in Figure 4.8(c).
4.4.2 Statistical Results
Figure 4.9: Depiction of three distinct structure types observed in simulations of electrically
charged Diesel-type jets.
Statistics from simulation data are collected and analyzed for all structures within the
domain. The statistics algorithm follows the methodology of Herrmann [76], with identifica-
tion, synchronization across processors, computation of statistics for structure components,
and a final global reduce for statistics for complete, contiguous structures. Statistics com-
puted using this methodology in the NGA EHD module include:
• Structure volume,
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• Structure radius, based upon spherical volume,
• Structure eccentricity, defined as e = max ‖x−xd‖
max(∆x,rd)
,
• Coordinates of structure volume-averaged center of gravity,
• Cartesian components of structure velocity (volume-averaged),
• Principal axis of orientation,
• Derived statistics: radial location and radial velocity.
Statistics permit classification of structures as drops, ellipsoids, or ligaments. The eccen-
tricity statistic provides a convenient basis to classify structures. These three principal
structure types are depicted in Figure and the distinction among the structure types can
be summarized by their shape and expected behavior in the following manner:
• Drops are mostly spherical, with an eccentricity, 1 < e < 2,
• Ellipsoids are elongated drops, with eccentricity in the range, 2 < e < 4. For
smaller ellipsoidal structures, surface tension forces will likely restore the structure
to a spherical shape,
• Ligaments are very long, thin strucutres, typically having e > 4. Ligaments will
generally neck and thin and subsequently break into multiple drop-like structures.
Additional details of the structure statistics algorithm are provided in Appendix B
Figures 4.10(a)-4.10(c) plot the radial location against axial position for all liquid struc-
tures in Cases A1 - A3, with dotted red lines annotating the axial point of atomization onset
and an approximation of spray cone angle. The number and radial location of structures in
these charts is similar to the instantaneous visualizations provided in Figures 4.8(a)-4.8(c).
Similar characteristics and marked differences among the three cases are immediately no-
ticeable in the statistical scatter plots of structure location, such as:
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• The late onset of breakup and limited radial influence and orientation of structure
location for the lowest charge case, A1;
• The point of atomization onset moving progressively upstream as the electro-inertial
number increases;
• An increase in number of structures and “radial fullness” of liquid as electro-inertial
number increases;
• A wider spray cone for Cases A2 and A3 compared to Case A1.
Onset of atomization and spray angle
Using the statistical results in Figures 4.10(a)-4.10(c), the axial point of atomization
onset normalized by nozzle diameter, xo/D, and spray cone angle, α, can be identified for
each case and these results are summarized in Table 4.4. Clearly, the onset of atomization
moves upstream as injected charge increases. Spray cone angle increases from Case A1 to
A2, however no change is observed in the two cases with the highest electro-inertial numbers.
Spray cone angle is likely limited by the domain size, as the instantaneous phase interface
location in Figures 4.8(b) and 4.8(c) clearly show that liquid structures reach the lateral
extent of the domain for both Cases A2 and A3.
Table 4.4: Onset of atomization and approximate spray cone angle for Cases A1 - A3.
Case Nei xo/D α
A1 0.10 19.5 ∼ 50◦
A2 0.15 14.2 ∼ 75◦
A3 0.20 10.1 ∼ 75◦
As mentioned previously and supported by the phase-interface locations, Figures 4.8(a)-
4.8(c), the number of liquid structures within the domain appears to increase with charge
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(a) Case A1: Nei = 0.10
(b) Case A1: Nei = 0.15
(c) Case A1: Nei = 0.20
Figure 4.10: Plot of radial position versus axial location for Cases A1 - A3, with annotations
for location of onset of atomization and approximation for spray cone angle.
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level. Figure 4.11 confirms this observation, depicting a steady increase in total structures
as well as ligaments, which are defined as having eccentricity, e > 4.
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Figure 4.11: Number of total structures (unfilled circles) and ligament structures (blue
triangles) for Cases A1 - A3.
Drop size distribution Drop size distribution suggests a reasonably good fit with
log-normal distribution for a range of drop diameters, as depicted in Figure 4.12. Drop sizes
smaller than this range are poorly resolved, suggesting mesh refinement is necessary. The
drop diameter PDF illustrates a bi-modal distribution, with some preference for larger sized
structures.
4.4.3 Modeling
This section strives to explain the interacting effects of electrostatics and hydrodynam-
ics using simple scaling estimates for the dominant physical mechanisms. The methodology
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Figure 4.12: Drop size probability density function for Cases A2 (circles), A3 (squares), and
A4 (triangles), and fitted log-normal distribution (line).
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follows the analysis proposed by Wu and Faeith [199] and subsequently conducted by Des-
jardins and Pitsch [44].
Figure 4.13: Schematic of the mechanisms leading to liquid breakup, including aerodynamic
accentuation of breakup through lift effect.
A simple force balance in the radial direction is used to approximate the axial point at
which liquid break-up begins. From qualitative observations, the radial orientation of liquid
structures is attributable to Coulombic repulsion that arises from the space charge field,
and is similar to that discussed elsewhere, for example in [180]. Coulombic repulsion leads
to an electric field oriented radially from the liquid core. The Coulomb force is, therefore,
a disruptive force that gives rise to the shape and orientation of the structures dislodged
from the liquid core.Figure 4.13 illustrates the interacting forces for an initial deformation
of the interface. In the figure, L is the deformation length scale, v′L represents the local
velocity of the deformation, D is the diameter of the liquid core, and liquid has previously
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defined material properties of electric permittivity, , surface tension coefficient, γ, and bulk
volumetric electric charge, q. Following the methodology employed by Wu and Faeth [199],
a simple scaling of each principal force can be expressed per unit volume as:
• Coulomb force: fe ∼ q2D/l
• Aerodynamic lift force: fL ∼ ρgU2o /L
• Surface tension force: fST ∼ γ/L2
It should be noted that this model neglects turbulent kinetic energy, assumed to be small
for the Reynolds number employed in Cases A1 - A3.
Assuming that a radial velocity, ur(x), spatially varies in x only, one can write a simple
force balance of aerodynamic, Coulomb, and surface tension forces, as
ρl
dur(x)
dt
=
(
q2D
l
+ ρgu
2
o −
γ
L2
)
(4.4)
where ur(x) is one-dimensional radial velocity, uo is the bulk velocity issuing from the nozzle.
Assuming a time scale of t ≈ x/uo, where x is the axial location from the nozzle exit, allows to
integrate with respect to time and obtain an expression for the radial distance as a function
of the axial location, as
ρl
dr(x)
dt
=
(
q2D
l
+ ρgu
2
o −
γ
L2
)
x
uo
(4.5)
r(x) =
(
q2D
ρll
+
ρgu
2
o
ρl
− γ
ρlL2
)
x2
u2o
≈ D
2
(4.6)
Solving for the axial location at which atomization begins normalized by the nozzle diameter,
xo/D, yields an expression including the electro-inertial number, Nei, the density ratio, and
the liquid Weber number, Wel
xo
D
=
(
2q2D2
ρllu2o
+
2D
Lo
ρg
ρl
− 2γ
ρlL2u2o
)−1/2
(4.7)
xo
D
∝
(
Nei +
ρg
ρl
−Wel
)−1/2
(4.8)
xo
D
≈
(
ANei +B
ρg
ρl
− C
Wel
)−1/2
(4.9)
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where A, B, and C are coefficients.
As a first approximation, assume that aerodynamic effects are negligible. For Cases
A2 - A4, the Weber number is constant, and therefore the axial location of the onset of
atomization scales with N
−1/2
ei , as
xo
D
∝ (Nei)−1/2 (4.10)
Figure 4.14 plots the axial point of atomization onset for Cases A2 - A4 and a line of N
−1/2
ei
scaled to Case A2, showing reasonable agreement even for the simplification of negligible
aerodynamic lift force effects.
Figure 4.14: Plot of axial location of atomization onset for all three cases of electro-inertial
number (filled circles) and scaled one-dimensional model predicting location of atomization
onset (blue line)
4.5 Summary and Conclusions
This work strives to enhance the engineering community’s understanding of the fun-
damental mechanisms of electrohydrodynamic-aided primary atomization of dielectric liquid
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hydrocarbons through detailed numerical simulations. In the past decade, numerical tech-
niques and computational resources have evolved rapidly, to the point that high-fidelity
simulations of complex multiphysics, multiphase fluid flows can be conducted. This chap-
ter extends recently developed numerical schemes based on first principles to perform fully
three-dimensional direct numerical simulations of electrically charged liquid jets. The level
set approach is combined with the ghost fluid method (GFM) to accurately simulate pri-
mary atomization phenomena for this class of flows. The numerical schemes are implemented
within a conservative finite difference scheme of high-order accuracy that employs state-of-
the-art interface transport techniques. A detailed numerical study of EHD atomization is
conducted for a range of relevant dimensionless parameters for low density ratio test cases.
Flow visualization is provided and qualitative, global characteristics of each simulation are
discussed. An algorithm to identify liquid structures is implemented and used to collect
statistics for all structures at different times in each simulations. Statistics are analyzed and
spray characteristics, such as the onset of atomization, drop size distribution, and spray cone
angle, are assessed. Finally, some simple models are proposed and compared with statistical
results.
For simulations involving low density ratios, the effects of aerodynamic lift are en-
hanced, with the orientation of liquid structures deflected toward the upstream end of the
computational domain. The aerodynamic effect is more pronounced for cases with lower
electro-inertial numbers. This observation is congruent with observations reported in exper-
imental work [199] and computational studies [44]. The axial location at which atomization
commences moves progressively upstream as the electro-inertial number, and therefore the
level of electrical charge, increases. The additional disruption of the Coulomb force, ori-
ented radially outward from the liquid core and opposed by surface tension forces, as well as
greater EHD surface stresses that accompany a higher space charge electric field both con-
tribute to the upstream migration of the atomization onset point. Spray cone angle appears
to increase with greater electro-inertial number, and this is confirmed for comparison among
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the lowest-charged simulation and higher-charged simulations. However, visualization and
statistical data suggest that the computational domain size limits conclusive remarks re-
garding spray angle for the higher-charged cases. Structures dislodged from the liquid core
increase with greater electro-inertial number, consistent with increased Coulombic repulsion
and electrical surface stresses. Drop size distribution suggests a reasonably good fit with
log-normal distribution for a range of drop diameters. Drop sizes smaller than this range are
poorly resolved, suggesting mesh refinement is necessary. The drop diameter PDF suggests
a bi-modal distribution, with some preference for larger sized structures. Simple models for
drop-size distribution and onset of atomization are derived using energy formulation and
force balance methods, respectively, and account for inertial, surface tension, Coulombic,
and aerodynamic effects. Statistical results for simulations show reasonable agreement with
models, even in the one-dimensional formulations presented, and suggest that liquid Weber
number, electro-inertial number, and density ratio are principal determinants of atomization
onset location as well as drop size.
This chapter serves as a first step toward a much broader application of high-fidelity
simulations for EHD flows. Continuation of this work will permit the development of a
much-needed DNS database to support future efforts, both experimental and computational,
within the engineering community. Additionally, the methodologies developed in Chapter 3
and validated in this work open new, simulations-based avenues of exploration within a
broader category of electrohydrodynamics, including the colloquially-termed “electrosprays”
and “Taylor cones” observed in electrostatic-aided spraying of semi-conducting liquids with
much higher electrical conductivities.
Chapter 5
Conclusions and Perspectives
The complex, three-dimensional nature of electrohydrodynamic atomization of dielec-
tric liquid hydrocarbon fuels has, for the first time, been explored in direct numerical simu-
lation. Significant advances in computational methods have been made, combining the level
set approach with the ghost fluid method (GFM) in three dimensions to model primary
atomization for an electrically charged liquid hydrocarbon fuel. A high electric Reynolds
number regime is assumed, and interface as well as bulk dynamics are modeled. The model
is implemented within a conservative finite difference scheme of high-order accuracy that
employs state-of-the-art interface transport techniques. This approach, validated using sev-
eral cases with exact analytical solutions, demonstrates significant improvements in accuracy
and efficiency compared to previous methods used for EHD modeling. The model is applied
in direct numerical simulation of a charged and uncharged liquid Kerosene jet. Finally, a
detailed numerical study of EHD atomization is conducted for a range of relevant dimen-
sionless parameters to predict the onset of breakup, identify characteristic modes of liquid
disintegration, and report elucidating statistics such as drop size and spray dispersion.
The methodologies developed and validated in this work open new, simulations-based
avenues of exploration within a broader category of electrohydrodynamics. As identified in
Chapter 2, the regions upstream (e.g. the injecting nozzle) and downstream (characterized
by secondary atomization phenomena) represent topics of study that will improve upon this
work and offer a comprehensive picture of EHD atomization for the engineering community.
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Additionally, many engineering applications, such as colloid propulsion and inkjet printing,
employ liquids classified as “semi-conducting” with much higher electrical conductivities.
In such situations, the opposite regime of electric Reynolds number is dominant, whereby
electric charge can be considered fully relaxed in a time scale much shorter than the governing
hydrodynamic time scale (whether that be advection, viscous or capillary). While this class of
EHD sprays has long been the subject of research, computational efforts have been limited to
one- and two-dimensional axisymmetric models. The combination of NGA’s state-of-the-art
interface transport schemes with robust and accurate numerical methods for electrodynamics
suggests a natural extension of this work to EHD sprays in the semi-conducting class. Some
additional perspectives on the extension or continuation of this work are developed in the
proceeding sections.
5.1 Multiple orifice, pulsed injection systems
Single orifice charge injection systems have been tested and proven beneficial by a
number of investigators [85, 88, 97, 169, 170, 171, 204]. A few limitations of the single
orifice, also called “point-plane,” atomizer systems prevents broad use of these systems in
combustion devices and applications. One particular drawback is a practical limit of fuel
flow rate through the nozzle and the corresponding maximum volumetric charge that can
be injected. Shrimpton and co-workers [90, 170, 171] have observed in experiments that the
radial component of the electric field at the nozzle exit, given as
Er =
qdo
4ro
, (5.1)
maintains an approximately constant maximum value, beyond which corona discharge oc-
curs. The relationship between charge and nozzle diameter suggests that a smaller nozzle
permits higher levels of injected charge. Nozzle diameter, though, is limited by manufactur-
ing processes, practical considerations such as fouling and clogging, as well as the need for
higher fuel flow rates with larger engines.
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Considering the challenges of single orifice systems, multiple-orifice designs offer a prac-
tical alternative. Ongoing research at the University of Southampton investigates multiple
orifice configurations, which improves flow rate limitations that continue to plague single
orifice systems [90]. Simulating multiple orifice systems is a straightforward extension of
the work described in this thesis, and computational efforts can be performed in parallel
with ongoing experimental work performed by Nabity and Shrimpton, with the following
proposed research objectives:
• Assess the effects of flow rate, level of electric charge, and hole pattern and geometry
on spray characteristics.
• Evaluate the dynamics and interactions between sprays, including coallescence and
charge transfer.
• Guide design and subsequent experimental work, and predict electric and hydrody-
namic efficiencies for different designs.
• Predict spray patterns and quality for multiple orifice systems that employ advanced,
time-varying “pulsed-injection” schemes.
5.2 Electrohydrodynamics within a charge-injecting nozzle
Charge injection atomizers operate by introducing electric charge into a highly insulat-
ing liquid hydrocarbon fuel. Charge injection systems have been demonstrated [85, 88, 97]
and experimentally investigated [153, 154, 169, 170, 171, 177, 204]. The physical processes
that yield charge in a dielectric liquid are believed to be electrochemical in nature and differ
fundamentally from charging mechanisms in conducting liquids [19, 90]. In most practi-
cal configurations, the process entails a sharp-tipped metallic electrode housed in a nozzle
body through which liquid fuel is flowed. A number of nozzle configurations have been
tested [153, 154, 169, 170, 171, 204], and multiple orifice designs are currently the subject of
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ongoing research [90].
Some limited work has been performed to understand the complicated physical mech-
anisms and electric-hydrodynamic interactions inside the charge injecting nozzle. Shrimp-
ton [90, 165, 167] has conducted a two-dimensional computational study of this flow for
one nozzle configuration using a Rayleigh-Benard analogy. The complexities of the coupled
electric field, space charge distribution, momentum field, and a litany of relevant process
mechanisms suggest that a high-fidelity, three-dimensional detailed numerical study is war-
ranted. Some possible research objectives may include:
• Describe and visualize the hydrodynamic and electric fields.
• Assess the space charge distribution within the nozzle body and the nozzle exit
plane, which may confirm the presence and proportion of relaxed surface charge on
the liquid-gas interface at the nozzle exit.
• Assess the roles of convection and diffusion effects, as well as EHD turbulence [90].
5.3 Secondary atomization modeling
Beyond the region where the coherent liquid core begins to de-stabilize, depicted in
Figure 5.1, secondary atomization phenomena become relevant. Secondary atomization is
characterized by many “modes” of breakup, and one recent review provides some useful
description of these modes [68]. One component that should be modeled in electrostatic-type
sprays is evaporation. Efforts pursuing this end will be greatly facilitated by the numerical
framework presented herein, as permits the use of a conservative variable density formulation,
while preserving the simplicity of accounting for discontinuous variables by using GFM.
The extension including phase-change will enable the investigation of more complex aspects
of evaporation, such as multi-component evaporation, and will also enable validation of
Lagrangian-based spray models.
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Figure 5.1: Sketch of primary and secondary atomization regions.
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5.4 Modeling the low electric Reynolds number regime
The problem of electrostatic spraying in the range of “semi-insulating” to “semi-
conducting” liquids, with electrical conductivities, σ > 10−8 S/m, has been well-studied.
The ability to control the spray and accelerate doplets has wide application in engineering,
including micro-scale propulsion [124], inkjet printing [19, 83, 122], agriculture and spray-
coating applications such as painting [3, 96]. A number of theoretical [158, 176, 183, 184],
and computational studies [9, 10, 31, 56, 55] have been performed, with most employing
two-dimensional axisymmetric assumptions. One of the most widely cited experimental in-
vestigations is that of Tang and Gomez [180], in which they combined flash shadowgraph
technology for spray visualization, phase Doppler anemometry for drop size distribution, and
one-dimensional analytical and semi-empirical models to validate results.
Given the high-fidelity, three-dimensional results reported in this thesis and related
work with the NGA code [42, 48, 43, 47, 46], an extension of the methods detailed herein
to the low electric Reynolds regime seems reasonable and worthy of investigation. Using a
similar, yet diametric assumption to that discussed in §3.2, electric charge relaxation can be
shown to occur at time scales much smaller than relevant hydrodynamic times scales, e.g.
viscous, capillary, or advective. Thus, the governing equations introduced in Chapter 2 can
be simplified to a negligible Coulomb force,
f e = 0, (5.2)
in the absence of bulk, volumetric charge; solenoidal current density, described by
∇ · J = 0; (5.3)
and an electric potential that satisfies the Laplace equation vice the Poisson equation in the
absence of bulk, native charge, as
∇2φ = 0. (5.4)
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While the governing equations simplify in comparison to the modeling strategy discussed in
this thesis, the boundary conditions become more complicated. The presence of a non-zero
surface charge implies a discontinuity in the normal component of the electric displacement
vector, as
n · [D]Γ = qs, (5.5)
and the tangential electric stresses at the surface balance viscous stresses so that
[
nT · (σf ) · ti
]
Γ
+ qsE · ti = 0. (5.6)
Additionally, and perhaps most challenging, the surface current density, given as
[J · n]Γ +∇s · Js = (n · u)[q]Γ −
∂qs
∂t
− us · ∇sqs + qsn · (n · ∇)u. (5.7)
cannot be wholly neglected, although some terms may be eliminated through an order of
magnitude assessment.
To account for the tangential electric stresses, which play a substantial role in EHD
systems dominated by interfacial dynamics, different numerical methods must be developed.
The methods developed in this thesis assume that the normal component of the electric field
is dominant, and the simplification of Liu et. al [102] is reasonable. For the low electric
Reynolds number regime, the tangential smearing characteristic of this simplification will
contribute to inaccuracies in the tangential stresses. Discontinuous Galerkin methods, inte-
grated with the GFM in a compact stencil, should be considered to alleviate this tangential
smearing while permitting an implementation that is true to all relevant interfacial boundary
conditions.
Appendix A
General Formulation for Jump in Product of Multiple Factors
It is convenient to derive a general expression for the jump of the product of two or
more material properties. This can generalized for the case of two factors as
[a · b]Γ = a1 · b1 − a2 · b2
= (a1 · b1)− (a2 · b2) + (a1 · b2 − a1 · b2)
= (a1 · b1)− (a1 · b2) + (a1 · b2)− (a2 · b2)
= a1 · (b1 − b2) + b2 · (a1 − a2)
= a1 · [b]Γ + b2 · [a]Γ (A.1)
The algebraic expansion is symmetric, thereby yielding:
[a · b]Γ = a1 · [b]Γ + b2 · [a]Γ = a2 · [b]Γ + b1 · [a]Γ (A.2)
For the case of three factors, Eq A.1 can be extended to:
[a · b · c]Γ = a1 · b1 · c1 − a2 · b2 · c2
= a1 · [b · c]Γ + b2 · c2 · [a]Γ
= a1 · (b1 · [c]Γ + c2 · [b]Γ) + b2 · c2 · [a]Γ (A.3)
Appendix B
Pseudo Code for Identifying, Synchronizing, and Computing Statistics for
Liquid Structures
For the sake of completeness, the post-processing algorithms are summarized. The
methodology outlined here follows the approach detailed in Herrmann [76]. In the first
algorithm, linked lists with derived data structures are employed to identify the “corner” of
an untagged liquid structure and subsequently “grow” the contiguous structure as efficiently
as possible. Structure growth continues until the structure ends or the computational block
boundary. The algorithm is summarized in Figure B.1, and the concept is depicted in
Figure B.3.
In a parallelized computational scheme, many structures will extend beyond a single
block or processor, and consequently must be joined across the processors. A synchronization
algorithm is required to achieve this joining task. The algorithm employs the ghost nodes,
regardless of scheme order, to compare structures across computational blocks. Employing
a processor communication step, the identification tags on the interior border of the domain
are copied onto the ghost cells of the adjacent processor block. If the ghost node tag value is
lower than the interior border tag, the interior block tag is updated. The algorithm employs
the global ID tag array described in Figure B.2 and the linked lists to efficiently synchronize
identification tags for the same contiguous structure across multiple blocks. The concept is
depicted in Figure B.4
Subsequent subroutines perform matching, merging and reduction of a list of unique
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identification tags, and a global reduce operation for calculating statistics for contiguous
drops, such as volume, approximate diameter, eccentricity, volume-averaged coordinates of
center of mass, and volume-averaged components of structure velocity.
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Data structure used for efficient linked list:
drop%id → drop unique ID
drop%nnode → number of nodes in structure
drop%node%i, j, k → index of individual node belonging to current structure
drop%node%S → S marking for node
drop%node%C → C marking for node
begin
iddlocal = 1
tagoffset = (nx ∗ ny ∗ nz)/(npx ∗ npy ∗ npz)
idd = iddlocal + tagoffset
drop⇒ first drop // point linked list to head element
for i = 1 to nx do
for j = 1 to ny do
for k = 1 to nz do
if G > 0 and id(i, j, k) = 0 then // find first untagged node in the
liquid
id(i, j, k) = idd
S(i, j, k) = 1 // Mark node with S
while drop%S(:) 6= 0 do
for l = 1 to dim do
for m = 1 to dir do
if G(ii, jj, kk) > 0, id(ii, jj, kk) 6= 0 then
nnode = nnode+ 1
call drop resize
drop%node%C = 1
idd(ii, jj, kk) = idd
end
end
end
drop%node%S(:) = 0 // zero the S nodes
drop%node%S(:) = drop%node%C(:) // update the S nodes
drop%node%C(:) = 0 // zero the C nodes
end
drop⇒ drop%next // allocate next linked list element
idd = idd+ 1
end
end
end
end
nullify(drop%next) // found all structures, set appropriate pointer
end
Figure B.1: Multi-block algorithm to identify and tag structures
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begin
global stop = 1
counter = 0
while global stop = 1 do
call boundary update border integer
// Begin marching along interior border, begin at imin
for j = 1 to ny do
for k = 1 to nz do
if idd(imin − 1, j, k) > 0, idd(imin, j, k) > idd(imin − 1, j, k)) then
// check ID tags of ghost and border nodes
idd(imin, j, k) = idd(imin − 1, j, k)
drop⇒ first drop
while associated(drop%next) do
if drop%id = idd(imin, j, k) then
drop%id = idd(imin − 1, j, k)
stop = 1
end
end
end
end
end
end
// repeat for imax, jmin, jmax, kmin, kmax
call parallel max(stop, global stop)
end
Figure B.2: Multi-block algorithm to synchronize ID tags for the same structure across
multiple processors
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Figure B.3: Basic, single-block structure “growth” algorithm, showing nodes which are iden-
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